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SUMMARY

We study the ElectroMagnetic (EM) eigenmodes, sufficiently slow as to

legitimate the pre-Maxwell approximation of Maxwell's system (or "in-

ductive" eigenmodes), of a given smooth, toroidal-unknotted, electrically

resistive surface T with given smooth (surface) resistivity 0 < P < co,
o

and lying in the (empty) R3. Within the above limitations (to be made

more precise), the geometry of T is arbitrary. With the eigenvalue as-

sociated with the generic eigenmode being defined as the opposite of its

logarithmic time-derivative, one expects that the resulting spectrum be

discrete and strictly positive.

We shall also be interested into the degenerate case where T be cut

(i.e. electrically broken) along one or more of its irreducible cycles. This

case will be analyzed autonomously, rather than as a limit (for P —» oo

along the cuts) of the regular case.

Without cuts, the eigenproblem under consideration is nothing but

the two-dimensional (2-dim) generalization of the classical case of a

smooth, unknotted, electrically conductive, simple coil in infinite vacuum.

Its analysis hinges on the classical potential theory, and turns out to be

a special application of the linear, integrodifferential (elliptic) equation

theory on a compact, multiply connected, 2-dim manifold. Our attention

and approach will be confined to "strong" (or "classical") solutions, both

in T and CT = R3 \ T.

This study is divided in two parts: a General Part (Sects 1 -=- 4) is

devoted to the case of generic T and P (within the convenient smoothness

requirements), whereas a Special Part (Sects 5-h7) deals with the (more

or less "formal") discussion of a couple of particular cases (T = an infinite

circular cylinder, T = a canonical torus), both of which with uniform p.

Some propaedeutical/supplementary information is provided in a number

of Appendices.



RIASSUNTO

II presente lavoro studia un problema della fisica-matematica classica, quello
degli automodi pre-Maxwelliani (o "induttivi") di una generica superficie
conduttrice — con conduttività (superficiale) data punto per punto — avente
la topologia di un toroide non annodato, e immersa nello spazio infinito
vuoto. (Viene anche esaminato il caso in cui tale superficie è elettricamente
interrotta lungo uno o più dei suoi cicli irriducibili). L'autoproblema in
oggetto è ricondotto alla soluzione di una equazione integrale di Fredholm di
2a specie nel caso di campo magnetico (sia interno che esterno alla superficie)
non-circuitante; e di un sistema di tre [due] equazioni integral-algebriche —
una dello stesso tipo a le altre [l'altra] di tipo diverso — nel caso più generale
di campo magnetico (interno e [aut] esterno) circuitante. E' anche fornita una
discussione qualitativa dello spettro.

Il problema è poi esaminato e risolto in dettaglio in due geometrie
fondamentali; quella del toro canonico, e quella (che ne è la degenerazione)
del cilindro circolare indefinito, in entrambi i casi con conducibilità costante.
Le potenziali applicazioni di questa ricerca ad un aspetto importante (seppur
assai parziale) della teoria delle macchine per la fusione controllata a
topologia toroidale sono evidenti.

Il testo è stato redatto in uno stile prevalentemente didattico; una sua versione
"non-didattica" (notevolmente più breve e destinata ad eventuale
pubblicazione) è attualmente in preparazione.

HARMONIC FUNCTION, SINGLE- AND DOUBLE - LAYER
POTENTIAL; ELLIPTIC PDE ON A CLOSED, COMPACT,
MULTIPLY CONNECTED MANIFOLD; FREDHOLM INTEGRAL
EQUATION OF THE 2 N D KIND AND GENERALIZATIONS.
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GENERAL PART

1 INTRODUCTION

This work deals with the pre-Maxwell (= formally vanishing dielectric

constant e) EM eigenmodes, and the associated eigenvalue spectrum, of

a given toroidal-unknotted1, electrically resistive, surface T e l 3 with

prescribed (surface, scalar) resistivity P € (0, oo), when the complement

of T, QT = R3 x T, be magnetically uniform (fj, = const) and insulating.

Due to the latter requirement, the magnetic induction (or "field") B

must be harmonic in QT, and C7" can be assumed empty without loss of

generality.

Both T and P (over T) will be assumed sufficiently smooth (more

details later on), and B will be requested to fulfil the "strong" normality

condition at infinity (as a gradient), i.e. B(x) — O(|x|~3) for |x| —> oo.

This corresponds to the assumption that no sources of B exist other than

the surface currents flowing on T (T is bounded by definition).

T partitions R3 according to R3 = T U ft, U fie (see ^ again); T =

i = dfle is the common boundary of (f2j,fie), which will be oriented

1 Somewhat improperly, in this study we shall call "toroidal surface" any home-
omorphic image of T2 (the standard 2-dim torus) into R3. The "canonical" torus in
R3 is the axisymmetric toroidal surface generated by the rotation, about a symmetry
axis UJ, of a (meridional) circle with unit radius and center at distance C > 1 from w.
Any two toroidal surfaces are said "knot-equivalent" if there exists an orientation-
preserving homeomorphism of R3 onto itself throwing one surface onto the other. A
toroidal surface knot-equivalent to the canonical torus is said "unknotted". A toroidal
unknotted surface T partitions its open complement CT into two parts which are in-
distinguishable from the topological point of view. Distinction can be achieved by
using a metric criterion (for instance): namely, we shall call "internal" ["external"]
the part f2j(T) [Qe(T)} of ST that is metrically bounded [unbounded].

Evidently, there is just one (up to isomorphisms) fundamental group 7Ti(fit(T)) for
whatever toroidal surface T, but this is no longer true for the fundamental group
7Ti(fle(T)). On the other hand, not even 7Ti(rie) is characteristic for knot-equivalence
of any two toroidal surfaces: namely, there exist knot-nonequivalent toroidal surfaces
having isomorphic 7ri(fie). Even more baffling, the above statement remains valid if
one renounces the above orientation-preserving property (of the homeomorphism of
R3 onto itself), to possibly define some weaker kind of knot-equivalence.
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from inside to outside. Both fi; and Q,e have homology order 1, whereas

T has homology order 2, in agreement with Alexander's duality theorem

(see. e.g. [I])2.

In what follows, we shall conventionally term as "short" the irre-

ducible (simple) cycles of Oe, and as "long" those of fi,, as well as their

limits to T. Making reference to the latter ones, their orientation will be

chosen so as to make (fs,fj,n), where fs[fi\ is the unit vector tangent to

a short [long] cycle, and n is the unit vector normal to T (and oriented

accordingly), a right triple (with (fs,fi,h) being taken at some whatever

point of T).

Apart from the main problem mentioned in the beginning of this

section, say o^)) w e shall also be interested in the case, say a%), where T

be electrically broken along one or more of its irreducible (simple) cycles.

This would correspond to make P —> oo along those cycles, derogating

from its assumed smoothness. This problem with "cut" T, however, will

be treated as a case in itself rather than as a (degenerate) limit of a2).

As for 012); it can be seen in turn as a special degenerate limit of a

similar and more general problem, say 0:3), where one is given a 3-dim

(open, bounded, electrically resistive) region M. of R3 with sufficiently

smooth boundary dA43, oriented from M. to CM = R3 \ A4, and with

a (sufficiently smooth, scalar) resistivity P <E [a,b], (for some 0 < a <

b < 00), in place of T. Here M. and CAi will be assumed connected

(for simplicity), but not necessarily simply connected4, and magnetically

2 It should be recalled that the fundamental group of T is commutative (against
what occurs in general), and so there is no essential distinction between the homotopy
(71-1) and homology {Hi) groups of T. The same is trivially true for both flj and Q.e.

3 To be precise, this M will be thought of as a "complement of domain" (or "open
region") of M3. We recall that, according to general topology, a domain is any closed
subset A of a n-dim Hausdorff paracompact manifold, such that i) A = A, and ii) its
boundary Fk. be an embedded (n - l)-dim submanifold. Condition i) can be shown
equivalent to FA = FA. For such an A, and for the associated A = A, FA = FA
is usually denoted by dA. For more details, the interested reader might consult [2],
Lecture 27, or [3], Chpt. 5.

4 As it is well known, if M is a topological n-manifold with boundary, embedded
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uniform (i.e. with the same uniform magnetic permeability JJL) and CM

will be assumed ideally insulating (and so free of electric charge up to an

initial condition).

The (pre-Maxwell) eigenproblem a3) for such a physical system is

governed by the PDS (p = p//u):

( c ) ( p ) 7 in M ,
(1-1') { —

{ (l'v) V x B = 0 in CM ,

where 7(= —dt) is an "a priori" complex constant, and

(1.1") V-J3 = 0

in both A4 and CM (note that eq. (1.1") in M. would follow from eq.

(Yc) for 7 7̂  0), together with the interface/boundary conditions

(1.2)

where [ ] means "(oriented) jump" across dM5'6- and

(1.3) B(x) = O(|x|-3) for |x| -> oo .

The formulation of as) will be completed by specifying the "a priori"

continuity classes of both data and unknowns, which will be required as

follows:

(1.4) &M is C2 (see footnotes (18)>(31)) and p e CX(M) ;

in W1, arc-connectedness and (topological) connectedness are equivalent properties.
5 According to a standard notation, / e Ck~°(Cl), Q open C M.k, means that

/ € C*(f2) and has a unique (bounded) continuous extension / to O together with its
derivatives up to order k included. If in particular ft is a bounded open region (see ̂ 3^),
and / is both C(U) and C(GQ), we shall denote by /~[ /+ ] the limit of / to dQ, from
Cl [Cf2] (which exists unique and bounded by definition) and by [ / ] the difference
/ + - / - . Of course, /=*= € C(dQ).

6 Conds. (1.2n) [Bnj = 0 and (for constant fx and finite V x B ) (1.2») |B»] = 0
(|* = tangential component) are quite standard, but their proofs are not so trivial,
from a mathematical point of view, as most elementary treatments suggest. Indeed
it would be impossible to get a connection whatever between the limit values of B
on the two sides of dM. by merely starting from V • B = finite, and respectively
V x B = finite, in M U QM.
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B e C2(M U £M) , and
(1-5)

Without proof, we state:

«For whatever M and p in the stipulated classes of conti-

nuity (1.4), eqs. (1.1=(1.1', 1.1"), 1.2,1.3) define a well-posed

eigenproblem for B (under requirements (1.5)) and 7».

Till now, we did not endow the linear function space X (over

M. U CM), which B belongs to under conds. (1.5), with a norm. Let
o

us upgrade this X to a normed space X by means of the Hilbert norm

II " Ib = {IMU^M^X\ ' l2)^- ft c a n then be shown that our eigenproblem

is 2nd-kind-Fredholm "in a somewhat extended sense"7.

In spite of its evidently fundamental nature, a discussion of a^) would

be quite delicate (especially if M. is not simply connected), and, to the

author's knowledge, cannot be found in standard treatises on EM the-

ory, however modern and inclusive. So we shall not enter this discussion

here, and not even be more specific about what the above attribution in

quotation marks exactly means, limiting ourselves to the few statements

which follow:

1) every eigenvalue 7 has finite rank (= a finite number of linearly

independent eigensolutions belong to it), and
7 The standard (2nd-kind) Fredholm theory deals with equations of type

(*) (I - \T)u = /

where u (the unknown) and / (the free term) belong to a Banach space B, A is a
(generally complex) constant (the eigenvalue), I is the identity, and T : B —> B is a
linear compact operator. (Since a compact operator is bounded, and a linear bounded
operator is continuous, T is a compact and continuous, or "completely continuous"
operator). Although the concept of a "system" of linear equations of type (*) (with
common A) has no place in analysis, often it turns out convenient to describe the
underlying problem in terms of them. Typically, T is a compact integral transform,
over a bounded region fi C M.m, with kernel KT- For instance, if KT is bounded, or
has a (weak) singularity of the polar type with exponent a € (0, TO) on the diagonal
subset of ft x Q, T turns out completely continuous.
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2) lies in (0, +oo);

3) the spectrum {7} is enumerable and

4) has +00 as unique limit point8.

The fact that {7} C (0, 00) can be given a simple, informal proof. The

equations jij = V x B in Ai, 0 = V x B in CM, can be uniquely inverted,

in force of eqs. (1.1", 1.2,1.3), say according to B = pt,M ° j , where M is a

well-defined integral transform over Ai. Then — = ( t ( M o j ) - ( M « j ) =

vQt 3h hence f IMVQM
 dsx<2 g JJ is the total magnetic energy 8M in

.M M

M U CM. When the various fields (in particular j) vary in time in a

self-similar way (eigensolutions) according e.g. to j — joe~11,

2

and so d t ^ = —2^£M. By equating — &t£-M to the power dissipated in

(1-6) 7 / _d3x<2g joJo = /
JMDQM M J

/
M JM

Both integrals are > 0 (otherwise B would vanish in M. U CM), and the

one on the left is finite, hence our thesis follows. The informal nature of

the proof lies in that the balance (1.6) has been written on a physical

basis and not deduced from the original equations. However this can

easily be done by use of Poynting's theorem (adjusted to the case under

consideration), also noting that | E* J (with * meaning "tangential" and

E = electric field) must be a surface gradient (this follows from V x E =

jB in M U QM and [Bn] = 0)9.

8 By the way, the statements 1). and 4) under 3), are well-known theorems of the
standard (2nd-kind) Fredholm theory.

9 With (i, e) = (internal, external), let E be an auxiliary field in M.UQM. fulfilling
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the following conditions. In M, Ei is defined by

(*) Ei = pV y.Bi ,

hence £, = electric field in M., and so

(**) V x Ei = iBi ;

in CM, Ee is a solution, bounded at infinity, of

(* * *) V x £ e = -yBe

(there exist infinitely many such Ee's). Due to \Bn J = 0, one has n • V x \E» ] = 0 ,
so [25* ] is a surface gradient, say V*̂ >, on &M.

We dot multiply eq. (*) by Ei, getting Ei • V x Bi = aEf (a = p"1), and dot
multiply eq. (**) by Bi, getting Bi • V x Ei = 72?f; hence, by subtraction,

(* * **) V • {Ei x Bi) = <TE1 - 7-B,2 in M .

Similarly, we dot multiply V x Be = 0 by Ee, to obtain Ee • V x Be = 0, and eq.
(* * *) by JBe, to obtain Be -V x Ee — •yB'^; so, again by subtraction,

(*****) V • {Ee x Be) = - 7 ^ in G~M .

Eqs. (* ***) and (*****) are then integrated over M, and respectively QM, whence,
understanding the elementary extensions:

I fi-Er xBr = f aEf-y f Bf , and
JdM J M JM

+ + & n-Eex Be = - l _B* ,x B e e l _
dM JSX JQM

where SQQ is the sphere-at-infmity.
The contribution at infinity vanishes by definition, hence, by summation,

[ ?i [ _B2

dM JM JS

But f?» is a surface gradient, say V*<p, hence

IdM JdM

in force of Gauss's theorem {ip and <p can indeed be regularly extended to the whole
of M — e.g., as uniquely defined harmonic functions ip,tp — hence

f — - f
JM JdM

and the equality 7 JJ^^J^ B2 = j M oEf follows. Note that Ee has not actually been
used in the proof. The smallest-7 (= most symmetrical) eigensolution of this problem
is hinted at in [4], pp. 194-95, probl. 4, in the simple case where M is an open ball
of radius a and conductivity a/n; the corresponding smallest 7 then turns out equal
to

era*
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A most degenerate version of as), say ai) , obtains when M. reduces

to a simple, sufficiently smooth, unknotted (1-dim) cycle Cw with given

(linear) resistivity, or a (simple) "coil". Here degeneration is meant in

the sense that B diverges close to C11 in such a way that the total mag-

netic energy in C£ turns out infinite. This difficulty can be by-passed by

means of an asymptotic reformulation of the problem, i.e. by replacing

the original C by a sufficiently thin (open) solid toroid r "based on £",

with typical cross-section A (again, one assumes T to have the same mag-

netic permeability fx as that of Of), and resistivity p. Taking e = A/(A =

area of the least surface bounded by C) as a smallness parameter, and

defining a self-induction coefficient L > 0 of r according to | LI2 = total

magnetic energy in r U Of, / = electric current flowing across a section

of r , one finds that the dominant contribution to L diverges like | lne| as

The related asymptotic {e —> 0) eigenproblem turns out to have the

(single) eigenvalue 7 = j ; > 012, where R is (j,~l times the resistance

of the "wire" r in the standard acceptation, i.e. R = §cdC^ p = P j\x

(and, of course, a single associated eigenmode). Precisely13'14, in order of

magnitude one can write L ~ s/~A\ lne| and R ~ V^4;f, so 7 ~ ;f n^r (^

has dimension i"1, and should be thought of as a formally finite quantity

10 The definitions/considerations of footnote ^ apply with trivial modifications
to a (simple) cycle of R3. By the way, dealing with cycles C in M3 (and, in general,
in En>3) is the basic subject of the so-called "knot theory", where one is merely
concerned with fie = C£ and its homology/homotopy groups.

11 To be precise, B diverges like the inverse of the distance from C. The situation
is similar to (but different from) that of a point charge in the empty space, where the
electric field diverges like the inverse of the squared distance from the charge, and of
the related total electrostatic energy. As it is well known, if one replaces the point
charge by a charged ball of radius r$, constant charge density and equal total charge,
the total energy diverges like r̂ "1 as r0 —> 0, whereas the far field keeps unchanged.

12 The practical meaning of this statement is that the next eigenvalue be » •§
13 Limitedly to the elementary case of a circular coil, the reader can see e.g. [5],

Band 1, III, § 58.
14 p/fx ~ 1,4 1CT2 m2 sec"1 for copper, and so 7 ~ ^ j ^ p sec"1 for A = 10~6 m2,

a rather large decay rate even for very small s (if A = 1 m2, | lne| ~ 14).
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> 0 as A —»• 0 in order that a finite current ^ 0 can flow along £).

Finally coming to our actual, similarly degenerate w.r.t. a^), eigen-

problem 0:2), it can be thought of as the natural extension to two dimen-

sions of Qi). There are, however, important differences:

i) the degeneration of 0.2) (w.r.t. as)) is different from that of a\), in

the sense that the magnetic field at x E CT produced by a surface-

current field flowing on T, does not diverge as x —> T anyhow

(hence the total magnetic energy in R3 \ T is finite);

it) in spite of its degeneration (w.r.t. Q3)), a2) keeps the (2nd-kind)

Predholm character of 0:3).

Owing to its fundamental nature, it is fairly likely that 0:2) have al-

ready been studied, at least for some special T, and maybe long time ago;

but this author did not succeed in finding out any relevant information in

standard treatises. On the other hand, reviewing the periodical literature

dealing with "Pre-Maxwell EM Theory & Applications" (say), possibly

over a period of some 60 -7- 70 years, could turn out a frustrating un-

dertaking. The above considerations drove us to develop an autonomous

analysis of a2). After all, we did experience that the risk of (partially)

redescovering old, but poorly available, results was largely counterbal-

anced by the astonishing richness and beauty (however old-fashioned) of

the problem; not to say that the more general case a%) is unlikely to have

ever been dealt with.

Apart from their mathematical worth, some practical interest about

0:2) — and even more about a*2) — could arise in connection with the the-

ory of the Controlled-Fusion Toroidal Machines (Tokamaks, Reversed-

Field Pinches, Stellarators, etc.). Of course, in this machines Cli (the vol-

ume internal to the conductive toroidal wall T) is filled by plasma, and,

in a region closer to T, by some partially ionized, or cold, gas; whereas,

on the other hand, a field of more or less "controlled" currents flows in

the volume Qe external to T. So, even the roughest modelling of such
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physical systems leads to nonlinear mathematical problems hugely more

complicated than the (linear) eigenproblems a<i) or OL£). Just by this rea-

son, however, we believe that a rigorous and complete discussion of the

basic case with empty Q* and Qe be likely to come out a helpful reference

to develop a reasonable mathematical theory of the above-mentioned

machines.

As we shall see, even taking into account the difficulties related to

the nonsimple connection of T, Q,e and ftj, the basic methodological

tools needed to solve a^) were available since a very long time. Further-

more, a?) can be discussed and "solved" by means of conceptually simple,

"formal"15 procedures, without making explicit recourse to the general

ideas of (classical) potential theory, when T fulfils certain special sym-

metry requirements. In this paper, we have considered in detail two of

these (very few) cases: namely, the one where T is a canonical torus of

uniform resistivity, and the (degenerate) limit of it for C —• 00 (see ^ ) ,

i.e. when T degenerates into a circular, indefinite cylinder16.

While the second problem turns out substantially trivial (as we shall

see), the first one is much more cumbersome. The reason is that it im-

plies the use of the so-called "toroidal coordinates"; and, as it is well

known, the Laplace operator is not separable by simple factorization in

these coordinates17. This fact creates a number of "manipulative" com-

plications, and finally issues in long and clumsy solution formulae.

15 By "formal" procedures here we mean those where one neglects questions like
the convergence of a series, its term-by-term differentiability, . . . and so on.

16 The fact that T is then unbounded does not raise difficulties. This is obvious on
considering that the problem becomes two-dimensional in all respects.

17 Factorization includes a so-called "modulation factor" in this and other similar
cases, according to the StakePs general theory, see [6].
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2 CLOSED, SIMPLY CONNECTED, RESISTIVE SURFACE

2.1

It will be convenient to recall a couple of simple lemmas before getting

to the root of our eigenproblem. Let S be a C2, oriented surface (2-dim

submanifold) of M3, given locally (= about one of its points x0)18-

a) Let u* be a (surface) Cl, solenoidal vector field on E, V* • vx =

= va''
a = 019. Then there exists a unique (up to an additive constant)

C2, (scalar) field T O E E for which vQ = £/?aT
;/?; and conversely, any

vector of this type turns out solenoidal. r is said a "stream function"

of u*. Similarly, let ux be a (surface) C1, irrotational vector field on S,

V, x as E £a/3U'8'a = 0. Then there exists a unique (up to an additive

constant) C2, (scalar) field a on E for which ua = cr;Q; and conversely,

any vector of this type turns out irrotational. a is said a "potential" of

b) Let rx,rx be vector fields in E, linked through

(2.1) ra = E&y ,

to be read as "f* is conjugate to r*". We note that this relation is an-

tisymmetric, in the sense that "f* is conjugate to rj' <£> "r* is conjugate

to — 7%,". If r, is C1 (so r* is C1 too), ra'
a = £/3ar^'a (the divergence of rx

18 By definition, S is a separable, metrizable, topological, locally compact and
locally connected space, with a C2-structure described by a local (= about xo), 2-
dim, oriented, C2-chart. We recall that the topology induced on S by the chart, and
the one induced by the submerging E3, are equivalent, see also ^28^ of this section.

19 Here and in what follows surface vectors/nablas will be distinguished by a sub-
script star: ; p] is a covariant [contravariant] derivative on a surface, with greek indices
running over (1,2). Also, Gap will denote the metric, and &ap the Ricci, 2-tensors
of E, with everything being referred to the chart under consideration. Euclideanness
cannot be defined for a C2-surface (of course); but in spite of this, va-fi — vptQ: = 0
for whatever C1, gradient vector field v*.

Similar objects referred to M3, or more generally to a 3-dim manifold, are denoted
by (standard) letters/nablas and by a sub [super] slash with italic indices running
over (1,2,3); and gik [£ikh] denote the metric [Ricci's] tensor of that manifold.
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of f* equals the curl of —r*). Conversely, EOt^
cx = ra'

a (the curl of f*

equals the divergence of r*). So (r*,f«) are possibly (solenoidal, irrota-

tional) or (irrotational, solenoidal) at the same time. Moreover, "r* is

irrotational with potential <r" <£> "r* is solenoidal with str. funct. a", and

"f* is solenoidal with str. funct. r" <£> r* is irrotational with potential

—r.

Understanding the identification of a potential/stream function "up

to a constant", we then have: "r* is harmonic with potential r and respec-

tively str. funct. a" <=> "f* is harmonic with potential — a, and respec-

tively str. funct. r". In this case <j;a = Sa^r'^ (to be read "a is conjugate

to r") . Again, this relation is antisymmetric: "a is conjugate to r" -£> "r

is conjugate to —c"20.

c,) Let now E be described (in R3) as z = ip(x, y), with ip being C2, say

in a (open) neighbourhood of its point x = y = z = 0, with (x, y, z) being

a cartesian triple. Using (x, y) as local coordinates for S (the jacobian

matrix ( x j 2 1 has rank 1!) we have the metric tensor

+ iftl ipxipy

tpyipx 1 + i'y

and its inverse

20 Relation (2.1) and its inverse ra = Spa?® have "intrinsic" nature; b u t they can
be given an "extrinsic" one by taking into account t ha t S is actually a 2-submanifold
of R3 . Eq. (2.1) turns then out into

(2.Ibis) f* = nx r*

(with inverse r» = —n x f , ) , where n is the unit vector normal to E, oriented
corkscrew-wise, w.r.t. S (i.e. so that (dix,<?2X.n) be a right triple of M3). As it is
well known, h = (3jx x d2x)/VG, with G = det(Ga/?) (G ^ 0 by definition of C"^1-
chart; but in our present case G > 0 follows from Ga0^a^ being a definite positive
form). Everything then follows accordingly.

21 For simplicity, here we have written (dxip,dyip) as {ipxjipy)-
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Let E be a Cl vector field in M3 about £ and let E* be its projection on

(the tangent plane of) S,

(2.2) E* = E • {1 - hh) .

Since n is C1(S), E* is a Cl surface vector, with covariant components

E*a = Ea + EzipQ,. In the RHS of this expression, Ea must be inter-

preted as (cartesian) a-component of E, a = (x,y), and Ez as the

similar z-component. Let us now construct the (surface) curl of E*. or

the scalar £a^E^p;a. The covariant 2-tensor E^a turns out equal to

d* (Ep + Ezip0) - {E1 + Ezipy) < ' >, where 5* = 5 a + ^a<9z, and j ' ^

are the related 2nd-kind Christoffel symbols, in our case GlXipapift\. Due

to their symmetry w.r.t. (a,/3), however, they do not contribute to that

curl, and we end up with £a^E^a = £al3(daE0 + daEzil}p + dzEpil)a).

Let us now compute \[Gn • V x E, where Vx is the usual curl in R3.

Taking into account that dax = a + ziba, we easily find VGn = z — &ipa,

and so

VGn -VxE= {8xEy - 8yEx) + ^a{dzEa+1 - da+1Ez){-l)a+1

(with x=i, y=2, and reading indices mod 2). Since 6al3 = -T^S , where

£ is the Ricci density, we finally find

(2.3) n • V x E = £a0E^-a .

This result, which can be given a much more general and abstract form

in the theory of Cr-submanifolds embedded22 in a Cr-manifold of larger

dimension, tells us that the surface curl at XQ € S on the RHS of eq. (2.3)

does not depend on S when £ varies (keeping C2) over the tangent bundle

(of local surfaces) at xo, having axis no- (In particular taking the tangent

plane at XQ = 0 as a special S, we find (since in this case ipx = i\>y = 0)

22 In our present case, E is (trivially) embedded (besides immersed) in '.
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£a/3E*p;a = dxEy — dyEx; namely, we find the usual "extrinsic" definition

of n • V x E). The above fact has a meaning of special interest in the

present context. Let S be a local C2 surface in R3 as described before,

together with a given (surface) C1 vector E*, and let us arbitrarily extend

E* outside S, and in a neighborhood of xo £ E, as a C1-field E2Z\ then,

independently of the extension E we had actually chosen, our original

(surface) curl Ea0E*p-a turns out equal to h • V x E in a neighborhood

of E about XQ.

2.2

We can now start considering our eigenproblem. First of all, we note

that several difficulties to be met deal with the continuity classes the

data/solutions should belong to; and of course these difficulties can triv-

ially be overcome by giving/requiring those classes to be all C°° (or even

C"). This expedient, however, would be too restrictive in practice.

In spite of this, we shall provide a sketch of the eigenproblem analy-

sis which will ignore continuity questions by a tacit use of the above

device. Let us assume to be given a closed (= edgeless), bounded, for the

moment simply connected, surface S e t 3 (so S is homeomorphic to the

2-sphere S2), endowed with a (surface, scalar) resistivity P > 0, and with

a (surface) electric current density fc*, under the (obvious) constraint

(2.4) V* • K = 0 .

These currents will be considered the only "simultaneous" (= via Ampere's

law) source of a (solenoidal in £5) magnetic field B\ B will thus be re-

quested "normal at infinity", according to |5| |x|2 < A, A > 0, for suffi-

ciently large |x|. The (oriented) jump of the tangential B, [ £» ] , is thus

fixed together with the normal one, [ 5 n ] , which obviously vanishes24.

2 3 Of course, this can be done in infinitely many ways.
2 4 Note t h a t the LHS's of fi x f B } = jxK and of f Bn J = 0 are independent of the

orientation of n .
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There is one at most harmonic B under these conditions, as it can el-

ementarily be proved; and so, if it exists, as it does, B is completely

defined in QS as a linear transform of fc» over 5, say as [iB°k*25.
S

In a self-similar (eigenmode) regime where dt = —7, the curl of the

electric field is also completely defined in QS; and since V • E = 0 there,

and E must have the tangential limit value E* = p A;* on S (from both

sides), there exists at most one E, (it can be proved) in GS, fulfilling

these requests and normal at infinity, provided a compatibility condition

between the two forcing terms of the problem, E* and 7B, be satisfied.

This condition takes the form

(2.5) / dr • E* = 7 / dSTBn

Jr JsT

where F is any closed, simple cycle F on S, oriented congruently, and Sp

is the portion of S in its interior (cork-screw rule)26'27. Note that both

sides of eq. (2.5) are odd w.r.t. the S orientation; again, once and for all,

we shall stipulate that this orientation be from inside to outside. But,

from one hand E* = pk*, and from the other B — ixB°h*, so eq. (2.5)

becomes

(2.5bis) f dF • pk* — 7 / dSrBn ° K, where p = p/fj.
Jr Jsr

 s °

(the meaning of Bn being obvious).

This linear homogeneous (scalar) equation for k* can be given the

(local) differential form

(2.6)

2 5 As a mat ter of fact, B turns out strongly normal at infinity, |B | |x | 3 < A.
2 6 Trivially, this Sr could be replaced by whatever surface bounded by F, congru-

ently oriented.
2 7 Here and in several similar instances, we consider clear enough the notation Bn

for lim (n-J3)(x), where n(x) , for x sufficiently close to S, is denned as n (yx = normal
x—>5

projection of x on S).
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Eq. (2.5bis) is nothing but the integral version of Faraday's equation

component along n (by definition, E is an extension of E* in the sense of

eq. (2.2)), and is a first scalar, linear, homogeneous equation for the sur-

face vector K (two scalar unknowns). The second (linear homogeneous)

equation for k* is eq. (2.4); eqs. (2.4,2.6) together represent a possible

version of our eigenproblem. Note that, whereas eq. (2.4) is a standard

lst-order PDE on a surface, eq. (2.6) has a more sophisticated nature,

being (lst-order) integro-differential (on that surface).

According to what has been recalled in a), eq. (2.4) can be eliminated

by putting ka = S^ar'^\ in this case, the LHS of eq. (2.6) takes the simpler

form (pr ;a) ;a, and eq. (2.6) becomes

(2.7) k a ) ; a = 7 B n o ( n x V , r )

for the single unknown r = str. funct. of &*.

Eqs. (2.4,2.6) for k* can be given a conjugate form, in terms of the

conjugate £;* of &». Eq. (2.4) then becomes n-V* x &* = 0 or £apkP'Q = 0,

(see b of Subsect. 2.1) and we have (ka =

(2.6bis) {pkay
a = -fBn°s(n x k) ,

(2.4bis) Sa0¥'a = 0

for k*. Again, the second eq. (2.4bis) can be eliminated by expressing &;*

as the gradient of a potential cr, which turns out equal (up to a constant)

to r (see b); and so we eventually come again to equation (2.7). An

important remark is that, due to the relation n x |J3] = jufc*, if B is

represented as a gradient V(j) in QS, the jump f <j>J and r/i coincide up

to an additive constant. So, we can replace r by [<j>} in eq. (2.7).

In conclusion, we need the actual transform B° to write down explic-

itly (eigen)eq. (2.7), and to study it and its spectrum. This major point

of our investigation can be formulated as follows:

«To find out a harmonic function 4> in QS that jumps by a

given amount [</>] across S, has continuous normal derivative
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across S, and is strongly normal at infinity (as a potential, i.e.

xl2 < A)»

Of course, there is at most one such a 4>; but it exists, and can be con-

structed as a double-layer potential (over S) with density [<£]. This

double-layer potential is a well-defined linear transform of [ <p ] over S,

say $ ° [<?!>]. The RHS of equation (2.7), after replacing r by [ 0 ] , is

nothing but 7 times the normal derivative of <f>, namely

(2.7bis) '

A number of remarks are in order:

i) since the LHS of eq. (2.7bis) is insensitive to an additive constant

in !</>], the same should be true for the RHS, i.e. <9n$° 1 = 0 for

7 7^0. This holds true for the actual <3> °, as it will be determined;
s •

ii) due to its meaning, the RHS of eq. (2.7bis) has vanishing integral

over 5, or

(2.8) £dSdn<l> = 0,

hence the same must be true for the LHS. This property is trivial,

since the integrand is a surface divergence, and S is closed and

simply connected;

in) the LHS of eq. (2.7bis) is a scalar invariant, and does not depend

on the specific chart chosen at the point of interest. In principle, it

will be convenient to work with the charts of a minimal atlas of the

related surface (so, in the present case — S homeomorphic to S2

— with two convenient, equioriented charts). In practice, however,

an even smaller number of charts can be sufficient, leaving uncov-

ered some singular points (for instance, in the case of 5, its "north

pole");
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iv) in the above, it was tacitly assumed that both 4> and V0 have

unique (bounded) continuous extensions to S (from the two sides),

say cp* and (V^)*, (* = limit from °^). Under these requests,

they must be linked by V * ^ = (V</>)± and (dn4>)+ = (dn4>)~ =

v) as we shall see, $ ° 1 is zero outside 5 and constant inside S, and

this implies 9 n $»l = 0. Hence eq. (2.7bis) is identically fulfilled

for [</>] = 1 and whatever 7, and the corresponding B vanishes

everywhere in force of

(2.9) f d f i | V 0 | 2 = - / &S{4>\dn4> =-i dSdn(f> = 0 .
Jn Js Js

Reasonably, we shall call "trivial" this type of degenerate eigenso-

lution, which will be banished from the eigensolution set. In other

words, a "proper" eigensolution 4> corresponds to a non-constant

[ 0 ] fulfilling equation (2.7bis) for a corresponding 7. Of course this

4> is determined up to a constant factor, and the set: {7I there exist

(proper) eigensolutions corresponding to 7} is the spectrum {7} of

the eigenproblem.

We can easily prove that 0 < 7 < 00 for every 7 e {7}. By integrating

V • (<̂ fcV̂ )fc) over fit (with k = (i(=internal), e(=external))), using the

Gauss theorem, summing, and taking into account all interface/boundary

conditions, we find, with V0 = V ^ according to the case,

(2.10) 7/ dft|V0|2 = - 7 / d S l 0 ] c W = / d 5 p | V 4 0 ] | 2 . 2 9

Here the second equation is a consequence of the identity

(2.11) <fdSf(gf'°);a = -fdSgfaf-a ,
2 8 As it is well known, "having a unique continuous extension to the boundary

dQ. of a bounded open region fi" is equivalent to "being uniformly continuous (and
bounded) in any open neighbourhood (C Q) of 3 0 " .

2 9 Note tha t eq. (2.10) confirms the general rule 27 = (joule power dissipated in
the conductor) / ( to ta l magnetic energy in the whole space).
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valid for whatever single-valued (sufficiently smooth) scalars / and g

denned on S, and any (sufficiently smooth) closed and simply connected

S. Eq. (2.10) proves that 0 < 7 < 00, because the first integral on the left

is > 0 by definition for a proper eigensolution, and the last one on the

right is finite (S is bounded). If however 7 = 0, again eq. (2.10) implies

= const. But in this case, since

holds valid for whatever (smooth) </>,

Jn
/ d i V ^ I = -cons t <f dSdn4> = 0 ,
n Js

and we conclude that <f> = const, i.e. 7 cannot be an eigenvalue, q.e.d.

Returning to our eigenproblem, say a'2) (eq. (2.7bis)), we have two

different prospects to solve it, that is:

a) by proceeding from [01 to dn(f>, namely by expressing the latter in

the form of a linear transform of [ 4> ] over S. This is tantamount

as computing <1>° taking its gradient, then the limit of it on S, and

the component of this limit along n;

b) conversely, by proceeding from dn4> (fulfilling constraint (2.8)) to

[ 0 ] , namely by expressing the latter as a linear transform of dn<j>

over S, say according to [0 ] = $°dn(f>
30'.

We shall explore both possibilities in what follows. Before doing so,

however, we turn back to the actual continuity classes we can reasonably

require for our data, (5, p), and unknowns.

30 Clearly, J0] will be determined up to an additive constant, which can be set= 0
by a simple device, see Subsect. 2.46.
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2.3

First of all, we shall assume S to be of class C2 31, and both P and k*
o

to be Cl{S)Z2. As for B in QS, we shall (reasonably) require that B be
Cl{QS) and have unique (bounded) continuous extensions to 5±, say
B± G C*(5) (however in such a way that Bf be C1(5'), in order that
the obvious request n • V* x i3* = 0 make sense). Thus the relation
h x | B* ] = /uA;* turns out well balanced from the continuity standpoint
(c.s.) (indeed, n is Cl(S)). Also, we shall (reasonably) require r (the str.
funct. of A;*) to be C2(S).

Passing to 4>k (defined as primitive of Bk), they turn out to be C2(CS)
and to have unique (bounded) continuous extensions to 5±, say 4F e
C2(S), so [0] G C2(S); hence the relation [0] = T/A + const too is well
balanced from the c.s. Finally, V<fi will have unique (bounded) continuous
extensions to S±, (V^)* G (7(5) (in particular (dnffi € 0(5)), but
(V^)* will have to be CX(S) and equal to V*^ . (Of course we shall
require [£„] = |d n 0] = 0 on 5, and V20fc = 0 in 65). Under all of the
above conditions, the normal Faraday's (eigen)eq. (2.7bis) turns out well
balanced from the c.s. whenever its LHS is referred to a C2 local chart.

31 A bounded open set A C K3 is said a surface of class Cr-° about one of its points
x, if there is a (local) r-diffeomorphism <p : K2 —> A (or equivalently <p : U —> A,
where U is any open subset of R2) about x (in particular the surface S defined at the
beginning of c) of Subsect. 2.1 is C 2 about x = y — 0 = z = -0(0,0) in the light of
the present definition). A is a C r-surface if it is Cr about all of its points. For more
details, see [7], Chpt . 4, Sect. 2.

32 If S is a C r -surface, a function / : E —> M. is said a Cr -function over E,
0 < r' < r, if ftp : E 2 -v R is Cr' for each of the charts tp's which cover S (see
again [7], Chpt . 4, Sect. 4). This definition, it can be shown, does not depend on
the choice of the r-diffeomorphisms ^ ' s . Also, if E is C7"-1 and / is C r ' - r ( £ ) , the
tensor derivatives of ftp (covariant, contravariant, or possibly mixed), up to order r',
are continuous (see [8]). All of the above can easily be generalized to the case where
/ : S —> R 7 ' - 1 , is a surface vector (N — 2), a surface 2-tensor (N = 4), . . . and so
on. An obvious remark is that one cannot set up a reasonable differential calculus of
order k > 1 on a surface S c R 3 without requiring S to be Ck. (By the way, this
is the very reason why we did assume a S of class C 2 as the support of eq. (2.6),
and the like). Finally, everything extends in a natural way to Cr-"surfaces" (and Cr'
functions on them) of R r a > 3 .
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The rest of Subsect. 2.2 keeps valid under the present weaker, but

quite reasonable, continuity requirements.

2.4a

We start with considering the procedure a) mentioned at the end of

Subsect. 2.2. First of all, we have to express <fik in terms of [0 ] over S.

This will naturally be done by representing <f> = {<fik}k=i,e as a double-

layer potential due to S with "normal-dipole" density [0 ] G C2(S)33.

Let us start from the well-known definition of double-layer potential

w due to S (bounded) with density r:

(2.12) w(x) = — / d£S T(£) dvr—^-
v ; w 4TTJS ? v ; | x -

Here x G M3, £ G S, v = v{£) = normal-to-5 unit vector at f, pointing

outwards, dvurr?\ = ^ (0 • V^ jjrjrr|x'=f > a n < ^ t n e integral is Riemann. w(x)

can be proved to exist (finite) under rather weak conditions on S and

r34; but here we are merely interested in the case of S of class C2 and

r G C2(S) where, it can be proved, it exists certainly. When x = y G S,

w(y) will be denoted as u'o(y) ("direct value of w").

The theorems of present interest about w (for both S and r of class

C2) are reported below.

1) w is C2(O), being harmonic there. A function G C2(A), where A is

open C R", and harmonic in .4, is a "regular harmonic function",

3 3 Classical (= strong) potential theory in W1-2 has been immensely developed
in the past, even under much weaker conditions than those needed in the present
context, and a correspondingly huge literature exists. Potentials due to "volume" ( n -
dim), "surface" ((n —l)-dim), etc., with and without edges, distributions of "charge",
"dipole" (both tangential and normal), etc., in weaker and weaker smoothness classes,
have been investigated. Among the best known and accessible treatises, the interested
reader might consult ([9], [10], [11], [12]). A pioneering work, here of special interest,
is due to Lyapounov [13].

3 4 Possibly, the weakest conditions we are aware of are tha t S be Lyapounov-
continuous ([11], Chpt. 18), and r be bounded and integrable.
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and turns out to be analytic in A ([10], Chpt. IV), or CU(A), and

so also C°°(A)35. Hence w is actually C°°(f2 = ft< U Qe = R3 N 5);

furthermore, all the derivatives of w at x € f2 can be taken under

the integral sign;

2) w has unique (bounded) continuous extensions to S from both

sides, w±, or in the usual notation, w G C(Ofc) (k = i,e). Triv-

ially, w± G C(S);

3) wo, the direct value of tu, is C2(S)\ moreover, w± = VJQ ± | (hence

Jty] = T). In other words, we have the stronger result w± G C2(S);

4) Vu> (which is C^fi)) has unique continuous extensions to S from

both sides36, or Vtu € C(Uk) (or iy e C 1 ^ ) ) , (k = i,e). Trivially,

(Vw)± e (7(5), and furthermore, [5n«;J = 0;

5) if r = 1, w = 0 in rje and to = — 1 in fi$; this fulfils the general rule

of above, [lu] = r, and tells us that WQ = —| in this case. Trivially,

Vtw then vanishes identically in 0. The three (constant) integrals

on the RHS of eq. (2.12) are known as "Gauss's integrals";

6) w is strongly normal at infinity37'38.

3 5 Ultimately, C w => C°° is a consequence of Abel's theorem for power series.
3 6 I t is generally impossible to prove the existence of these extensions if 5 is merely

Lyapaunov-continuous and r is merely C; but, even in this si tuation. Lyapounov [13]
was able to show tha t , if one of the two limits n • (Vty)* exists, then the other one
exists too , and they are equal.

3 7 In the present case, with both S and r of class C2, most of the above s ta tements
can be proved by means of a simple device due to E. Schmidt ([14], see App. 1).

3 8 A subset of the above properties of w are characteristic, namely, if a function
u — (ui, Me) fulfils them, it is unique. For given S of class C 2 and r € C(S), they are

1') uk € C2(fi fc) and V V = 0 in Qfe;

2') bo th u and dnu have unique continuous extensions to S for which \u\ = r .

[3rtu]=0;

3') u is (simply) normal at infinity;

The proof is elementary.
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Based on 1)^-6), we see that the corresponding double-layer potential

with density [ cf> ] does fulfil all the remaining requests made about <fi, since

4>k was actually required C(Clk){k = i, e) with <f>k G C2(S). This potential,

as well as the common limits of its normal derivative (from either side),

is a well-defined linear integral transform of [</>]. In particular, we shall

denote dn(p as £« [[</>] (so, £° = <9n<I?°). It is not difficult to prove that,

for x € 0 sufficiently close to S,

(2.13) n(x)-Vtu(x) = dnw(x) =

4TT

where r = x — £ and n = n(x G fi) was defined in Sect. 2. Hence £ ° r

equals the common limits for x —> 5 ± (which must exist unique) of the

last RHS. i.e.

(2.13bis) £ s T = l i m RHS of eq. (2.13) .39

In conclusion our eigenproblem af
2) takes the following form along

route a):

«To find out (up to a factor) a nontrivial (i.e. nonconstant)

G C2(S), fulfilling

(2-14) 1

for some ry.»

Note that for constant [0 ] = 1 the LHS vanishes, and £° 1 vanishes

as well, as we have seen (point 5) of before). Thus eq. (2.14) is identically

satisfied by {<p} = 1 for every 7; and this confirms by itself'that [ $ ] = 1

cannot be considered an eigenmode (independently of V</>fc being = 0 in

this case).

39 The limit process, to get C ° r, can actually be avoided by means of the Schmidt's
method, see App. 1.
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For (S,p) given in the usual continuity classes, let us now consider

the linear, non-homogeneous elliptic PDE for ix £ C2(S)

(2.15) (PTT'a);a = a ,

where a G C(S) is given under the constraint $dSa = 0.

It is immediately checked that, if it exists, the solution is unique up

to an additive constant. Indeed, if a = 0, a by now familiar reasoning

shows that

0 =

whence TT = const due to p > 0. In conclusion, one has

(2.16) n = 1l{\p) o o + const ,
s

where 7l(\p) is a well-defined linear integral transform over S, function-

ally depending on p (this is the meaning of the vertical bar in front of

p), and const is arbitrary.

In the light of the general theory of linear elliptic PDE's (specifi-

cally, without the 0-order term), on a C2, compact, simply connected

n-manifold without edges, lZ(\p)° turns out weakly-singular compact

w.r.t. the usual Hilbert norm.

By use of eq. (2.16), from eq. (2.14) we get

(2.17) [4>j = 7 ^ ( | p ) c £ o [ ^ I + c o n s t .
s s

The (arbitrary) value of the constant coincides with that of the constant

solution. Since the latter has no interest to our present purposes, we can

set const = 0, and so

(2.17bis) M = 7 f t ( | p ) ° £ ° M ;

in other words, if 7 > 0 is an eigenvalue, a corresponding eigensolution

is a fixed point for the linear operator j7Z(\p) £
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We give it for evident that the operator C ° too is compact in the same

Hilbert space; so 7t(\p) ° C° is (weakly singular) compact in its turn (see

for instance, [15] K. Yosida, Chpt. X) and we end up with a standard

homogeneous Predholm equation of the 2nd kind over S. This equation is

nothing but the present version, for c/2), of the similar equation mentioned

in Sect. 1 with reference to 0:3).

2.46

We shall now consider the b) alternative. Let Bn = ip e C(S) be pre-

scribed on the given S of class C2, under the constraint

(2.18)

For this ip, there exists a unique (up to an additive constant) solution

fa, and a unique solution <pe (under standard normality at infinity), of

the corresponding internal, and respectively external, Neumann problem

(see App. 2). By definition, fa 6 C2(£4) and V2<pk = 0, k = (i, e). The

internal solution can be made unique by requiring its vanishing for ip = 0

(more details in App. 2), and then expressed as a linear transform of ip,

say fa = J\fi o ip. A similar expression obtains in any case for <pe = Me ° ip.

According to the Neumann's problem general theory, both <pe and fa are

eventually expressed as single-layer potentials. In particular, due to the

constraint on ip (which is not a necessary condition for the existence of

4>e) <pe turns actually out strongly normal at infinity (see App. 2). It can

be proved that both cf>e and fa have unique (bounded) extensions to <S±,

say (p±, belonging to C2(S). Thus one has

(2.19) s

where {Af} = A/"e
+ — -Mf- The eigenequation for ip is then

(2.20)
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Note that we have a surface divergence on the LHS, so the integral over

51 of this LHS vanishes by itself, independently of eq. (2.18), due to the

closedness of S.

Since the differentiations in the LHS of eq. (2.20) do not involve ip,

but merely p and [JV], eq. (2.20) is a 2nd-kind (linear) integral equa-

tion; however the integral operator acting on the unknown tf> in the LHS

is not compact. This fits with the fact that the eigenvalues 7"1 of eq.

(2.20) (according to the usual convention for linear integral equations)

accumulate at zero, and not at infinity. In other words, eq. (2.20) is not

Fredholm's.
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3 TOROIDAL RESISTIVE SURFACE WITHOUT KNOTS

3.1

Now we shall modify (or more properly, extend) the previous results to

the case where a toroidal, C2 surface T takes the place of S (problem

a2))- Then both f2fc (k = i, e) have connection order equal to 1, and both

magnetic potentials fa are "multi-valued with single-valued gradient"

(or "primitive" of that gradient), with "period", or increment along the

corresponding irreducible, oriented, simple cycle, Per^^.40. In what fol-

lows, it will be convenient to call the cycles of above simply as "cycles"

(if needed, the reducible cycles will be called "trivial"), and to label the

"short" ["long"] cycles in Oe[ft*], as well as their limits on T, as 1-cycles

[2-cycles]. The (common) orientation of the a-cycles (a = 1,2) will be

fixed according to the convention stipulated in Sect. 1. In this case, the

meaning of the invariants41 AQ (a = 1,2), with Ai = Per<?!><= is that of

flux, oriented like (—l)a+1rQ+1, of fj,k* across any a-cycle (read indices

mod 2) Ta of T.

Without proof, we state:

«Under some mild restrictions, most theorems about the dou-

ble-layer potentials mentioned in the previous section keep

valid when i) S, assumed C2 and homeomorphic to S2, has

the required smoothness properties "piecewise", namely, in

the case of our interest, when it is partitioned into (a finite

number of) open C2 pieces bounded by singular, closed C2

curves where S is merely C; and ii) r, still of class C o n S.

is C2 on the C2 pieces of S. In particular, the limits of the

4 0 The notion of "primitive of an irrotational vector field (on a differential man-
ifold)", like <j>k, is fundamental to a most important branch of modern analysis
and topology, the so-called "calculus on manifolds". I t was started by G. de R h a m
(~ 1930) and further developed by several other mathematicians, mainly by W. Hodge
(beginning ~ 1932).

4 1 In the corresponding equivalence class of irreducible a-cycles.
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double-layer potential to S (from both sides) are continuous

across the singular curves bounding adjacent C2 pieces of S,

and are C2 on those C2 pieces».

Once and for all, let us choose (open) diaphragms S a (a = 1,2)

"based on T", of class C2 and "reciprocal" to the cycle-class a42, in Cle

(for a = 1) and respectively 0, (a = 2). If Qe is cut along Si and fij

along S2, the open regions so obtained, say Q'ei = Cle^ \ £1,2, a r e simply

connected. The oriented boundary of S a is a (a + l)-limit-cycle of T,

say r a + i 4 3 . We shall denote as T£ the (open) surface obtained by cutting

T along r a + i , and as T' the one obtained by cutting T along both ]?!

and F2-

We are now in position to face eigenproblem 012) following both routes

a), b) outlined in Subsect. 2.2.

3.2a

In the light of what was stated in Subsect. 3.1, it is easily checked that

the basic equation (2.12) generalizes, in the present case, to

(3.1)

Here r is the given density € C2(T') with constant (oriented) jumps

across F a + i , equal to (—l)aAQ, and the remaining notations have self-

evident meaning. Note that Per a |u;] (along an a-cycle) is equal to

(—l)a+1Aa (see App. 3 for comments and details). Of course eq. (3.1)

must be insensitive to the special choice of the diaphragms EQ, within

the same homology-mod-boundary class. This is also proved in App. 3.

A series of statements hold valid, similar to those reported in Sect. 2.

42 This means t h a t S i [£2] belongs to the homology-mod-boundary (see, e.g. [1],
Chpt . VI) class reciprocal to the homology class (1) [(2)] of (simple) cycles of O e [Of].

43 In i ts t u r n , S a itself will be oriented accordingly, by the cork-screw rule.
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In particular:

[iu ] (= jump across T', as usual oriented from inside to outside) = r,

Jiu] a (= jump across £Q, oriented according to (43^) = A a .

Indeed, by differentiating eq. (3.1) across T' one finds r because the

integrals over EQ are trivially continuous; and similarly, by differentiating

it across E a , one finds — A a because ^ | /EQ \(3 = <Sa/? (check!), whereas

the contribution from the integral over T' vanishes.

If we rewrite eq. (3.1) in the compact form

(3.2) w = H °tr — ̂ 2Aaha (with self-explanatory notation),

it is plain that the three functions (if °ir,ha) are separately harmonic

in Q' = Q!e U O-, that their normal (to dQ! \ (Fx U F2)) derivatives have

unique (bounded) continuous extensions to dQ,' \ (Fi U F2) from both

sides, and that they are equal. In particular, for instance, the integral

of dn(H °tr) over dVt\ must vanish; but since the contribution from S 2

must be accounted for two times with opposite sign, we conclude that

f dT'dn(H ° ;T) = 0. The same is true for the integral over T of dnhx

(trivially), and also for the one of dnh2., because the contributions from

£2 cancel with each other. Similar conclusions obtain with reference to

f2g, taking into account that the strong normality condition must be sepa-

rately fulfilled by the three functions (H °t, ha). Also, the continuity of the

normal derivatives of w across T' and E a holds separately valid for the

three functions (H °r r, ha). Finally, the continuous extensions of c^u^y G

T') to F a are the same from both sides of FQ, and so <9ntu(y € T'), which

turns out C(T'), can be extended by continuity to T; and again, this

is separately true for the three derivatives dn{H °rT,ha), which can be

similarly extended by continuity to 7".

In conclusion, we shall write the following generalized expression of

the common limits for x -» T ± of dnw(x), dnw = dnw(y G T):

(3.3) dnw = Cor
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where C is denned like in Sect. 2 with T' in place of S, and

(3.4) Ta = Fa{y € T) = -L Jmr |n(x) / ^ d , S a ^ : (I - 3ff)} ,

where x € fi'. Then our original eigenproblem for | ^ J G C2(T') will be

rewritten as

(3.5) {pUYa),a = 1[L^U\-Y//la^ ,

where the unknown [</>] is required to have constant jumps across F a + i

equal to (—l)aAa, and continuous normal (to Pa+1) derivative across

F a + i . Again, C °tl = 0, and so f^J = const, Ai = A2 = 0, is a trivial

solution.

As in Sect. 2, let us now consider the elliptic PDE in T' for the multi-

valued unknown -K £ C2(T'), constrained to have constant, but arbitrary,

jumps across Ta(a = 1,2) and continuous normal (to Ta) derivative

across Ta, for given (single-valued) p e Cl(T) and a G C(T), under

(3.6) (P7T'a),a = a .

This equation has no longer a unique (up to an additive constant) solu-

tion, because /dT'7r(/O7r;a);a is no longer zero, but some linear combina-

tion of the 7r-jumps. Uniqueness can be restored, however, if we prescribe

the 7r-jumps, in particular as the constants (—l)aAa. Then ix will be ex-

pressed as the sum of i) a linear transform TZ(\p) ° cr, with 7l{\p) ° being

compact, weakly singular, continuous across the cuts made on T, ii)

a term ^ a (—l) a A Q ^ Q ( |p ) , with Qa being discontinuous solutions of the

homogeneous equation associated with eq. (3.6), having jumps 8ap across

i, and in) of an arbitrary constant44. Namely:

(3.7) 7T = n(\p) o a + Y;(-irAaga(\p) + const .

44 Of course the Ga's too are determined up to additive constants, which can trivially
be set = 0.
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As usual, to our purposes const can be set = 0 with no loss of generality,

hence we end up with the equation (equivalent to eq. (3.5)):

(3-8)

where lZ(\p) ° £ °t is again compact. Note that both sides of eq. (3.8)

are single-valued by construction. Apart from the operator "72.(1/?) ° and

the functions Ga(\p), everything would be known in this equation if the

A a ' s were known; but the Aa 's are actually unknown. This means that

we need two additional (linear, homogeneous) independent equations for

{[</>], A a } . We shall get these additional equations by taking the "flux"

of the normal Faraday equations (so to speak, and with 7 in place of

—dt) across Ei and £2.

First of all we recall that, for a given, harmonic and normal-at-infinity

B in Q, = QjUf2e, the associated electric field E in f2(—dt = 7) is equal to

7 times that vector potential £ of B which is solenoidal in O, continuous

across T ({£] = 0) with tangential component £* = & x [S*](7 > 0!),

and normal at infinity. This 8 can be proved to be unique45.

The "flux" of the normal Faraday's equation across E a is:

/ dSQ • V x E = 7 / dE a • B = 7 $ a ;

45 More generally, such a vector potential keeps unique, for the given B. if one
prescribes

i) its divergence © in ft (freely);

ii) its tangential components ££• under the constraint h • V» x £-jr = Bn (hence
n - V . x l £ . J = 0 ) ;

Hi) its integrals f dT • £±;

iv) its being normal at infinity.

For a proof, see e.g. [16], p. 22 and follow. In the present case, in particular, we
have 0 = 0, [£,} = 0 with £% = ^ x \B*\, and § dT • £+ = 0 . The constraint
'yBn = 7n • V* x £, = h • V» x (pn x [B« J) is nothing but eq. (2.7bis) written in
terms of B.
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or. by transforming the LHS by Stokes's theorem according to

7 / dEQ • V x £ = 7 j dra+1 • £* = j &Ta+1 • pn x V»

d r a + i •

On the other hand,

where £ a °; and . F ^ are computed from eq. (3.1) in a similar way as it

was done for C °r and Ta
46. After integration of eq. (3.10a) over E a we

have:

(3-Ha) $a = ^a

where LQ <̂  5 i^a/3 are obtained by integration over EQ of the corresponding

£<x °, > J~ap- We thus get the two additional equations of concern in the

form:

(3.12a)

As expected, they are linear homogeneous in ( [ ^ ] , A a) , like eq. (3.5) (or

eq. (3.8)). Our eigenproblem is now formalized in the three eqs. (3.5 (or

3.8), 3.12Q)47. The proof that, even in the present toroidal case, 0 < 7 <

00, is given in App. 4.
46 Namely,

o, r = ^ lim L(x) / dzT' T(0 ̂  : (I - 3ff)

2a) = — lim m Q (x ) / d^/SY-— : ( I — 3ff)
4TT x-»y<a JS ( 3 \r\

47 Again, it could be proved that the system is insensitive to the choice of the SQ's
(namely, it transforms into an equivalent system under a different choice of the EQ's).
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We note here that eq. (3.5) equals the surface divergence of pV*

to (7 times) the sum of a well-defined linear transform of [</>] over T '

and of a linear combination of the Aa 's , with well-defined, single-valued

weight-functions over T: whereas eq. (3.12a) equals the flux of the same

surface vector pV*[0] across F a + i to (7 times) the sum of a well-defined

linear functional of [0 ] over T ' and of a linear combination of the Aa 's

with well-defined (numerical) weights.

Let now F^+1 be homologous to F a + i , and let us differentiate eq.

(3.12Q.) between F^+1 and F a + 1 . The result must equal 7(—l)a+1 times

the flux of dncf> across the portion A T included between F^+1 and Fa+X

(taken with positive measure when F^+1 lies "on the right" of FQ + 1 w.r.t.

the F a orientation), hence 7(—l)a + 1 times the integral over A T of the

LHS of eq. (3.5). This can be verified in a direct fashion. Differently said,

eq. (3.12a) provides a sort of "initial condition" for the "differential-flux"

function = (flux across F^,+1-flux across FQ,+1) one gets by integration of

eq. (3.5) over AT.

3.2b

We shall now consider a2) along the route b), assuming to be given

ip(= Bn) e C{T) under §&Tijj = 0. In correspondence to this ip, we can

construct single-valued potentials 4>e (in Q,e, under a normal48 condition
o

at infinity) and <f>i (in f2j, up to an additive constant), fulfilling {dn(j)e)
+ =

o o

{dn4>i)~ = i^-, by solving a standard external, and respectively internal,
o

Neumann problem. As usual (App. 2), we can single out a special internal

solution vanishing with ijj. Making reference to it, we can write

(3.13fe) ^ ( x e n f c ) = A 4 ( x ) ^ : k = (e,i),

where A4 are the corresponding (uniquely defined and computable) Neu-

mann operators, only depending on T.
48 This 4>e will turn actually out strongly normal at infinity, see below.
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In the present multiply-connected case, however, we have to complete

the above solutions by adding to them certain multi-valued 4>k which can

be expressed as

(3.14&) 4>k = Gk^a > with a = (1,2) according that k = (e, i) ,
*

and where Gk are the "Giraud functions"49 for Q,'k, defined as follows:

e) Ge is harmonic in Oe with single-valued gradient, periodic with pe-

riod 1 along short cycles, normal at infinity and fulfilling

(dnGe)
+ = 0 on T50;

i) Gi is harmonic in fij with single-valued gradient, periodic with

period 1 along long cycles and fulfilling (dnG)~ = 0 on T51. The

additive constant embodied in Gi has no relevance to our purposes.

To conclude, we have <t>k = 4>k + <f>k, and
o *

(3.15)

and so

(3.16) ^

under the convention of writing G% as G\ and G~ as G2.

The additional equations needed to close the problem will now take

the form:

(3.17tt) / dTW xpn •

4 9 Th i s denomination is not s tandard, and has been chosen here for the conve-
nience's sake.

5 0 In force of a by now familiar argument, Ge turns actually out to be strongly
normal at infinity.

0 1 These Gk can also be considered as solutions of mixed (see [12], Chpt . VII, § 50)
problems according to Giraud, whence the name we did adopt for them.
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where the Ka's are well-defined functionals over T, and Aap = Aa5ap,

with the ^4a's being well-defined numbers ^ 0 (all of these objects are

easily expressed in an explicit fashion).

Eqs. (3.17a) can be given a formal structure similar to that of eq.

(3.16) on elimination of jip in their RHS by means of eq. (3.16) and divid-

ing by Aa (say to get eqs. (3.17abis)). The result is an integral/algebraic

(linear homogeneous) system (3.16, 3.17abis), in the unknowns (ip,Aa),

endowed with a fully symmetric 2-nd kind structure.

3.3

Admittedly, neither syst. (3.5, 3.12a) nor syst. (3.16, 3.17a) appear spe-

cially suited to a further analysis, in particular to study the spectrum

{7}. To this purpose, let us reconsider the first system (3.5, 3.12a)

and imagine to "barter" the knowledge of the Ga(\p)'s with that of

the much more basic functions Ga 's. Then consider the surface func-

tion A = l<pj - ^2$(-1)P+1A/SG/3, which is evidently single-valued52,

as a double-layer density on T. In this case T can be treated as sim-

ply connected in all respects, and the equations of Sect. 2 apply. The

dn4> corresponding to this A, say dncj){\\) is given by £ ° A. On the other

hand, the dn4> corresponding to the actual (multi-valued) density [ 0 ] ,

say <9n0(|[<£j), is equal to <9n0(|A) plus Ax times the dn(f> corresponding

to G\. dn(p(\Gi), plus A2 times the dn(j> corresponding to — G2, —dn(fr(G2)-

But the double-layer potential with density G\ on T{ is equal to Ge in

Q'e and to zero in fij, and the one with density — Gi on T^ is equal to Gt

in f2' and to zero in f2e
53.

5 2 Indeed PerQA = Per a l<£] - ( - l ) a + 1 A Q = 0.
5 3 One knows tha t there is one and only one harmonic function in Cl'k U fl-^, with

"k = * if k = e
{, t h a t makes given jumps across T£ and E a (with a = 1 for k = e,

a = 2 for k — i), has continuous normal derivatives across T and E a , and is normal
at infinity. The described functions (= Ge in Q'e and = 0 in O^; or = —d in il^ and
= 0 in fie) fulfil the same properties as the corresponding double-layer potentials, so
thev must coincide with them.
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In conclusion both the dn4>(\GaYs are zero, so

and we get

(3.18) ^

This is a PDE for the single-valued A, hence

(3.19) j

where

(3.20)

are known in terms of the (limit) Giraud functions Gej.

Comparison between eqs. (3.19, 3.8) (taking into account the defini-

tion of A) suggests that

(3.21a) Ta = (-l)a+lCorGa

and

(3.22a) ga + (-l)a+1H^sa = -Ga .

These eqs. (3.21a, 3.22a) can actually be recovered in a direct fashion.

As for the additional equations, they become

(3.23a) / dra+1 xph-VjX- ^ ( - l ^ A ^ } = 7L a » A ,

since four terms in the RHS's cancel with each other in force of eqs.

(3.21a).

3.4

We can now make some considerations, and draw some conclusions, about

the spectrum of eigenproblem a^)) by referring to syst. (3.19, 3.23a). Let
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S be the (discrete!) spectrum of K = TZ{\p) • £ » , and let us first assume

that 7 ^ <S.

In this case we get a unique solution A of eq. (3.19) for whatever AQ's,

say A = ^2 AQ/ia(7), where /ia(7) a r e functions (on T) which can be

computed in principle. On replacing this A into eqs. (3.23a) we obtain two

linear homogeneous equations for the Att's. If the corresponding (2 x 2)-

matrix is regular, then Ai = A2 = 0 and so A = 0; in this case 7 ^ {7}.

If instead the matrix has rank I54, then (Ai, A2) are determined up to a

factor, and so is for A; namely, the eigenproblem is solved and 7 G {7}.

The case where 7 e 5 is a little more complicated. First of all, eq.

(3.19) has either no solutions or infinitely many. The second possibility

occurs only if the Aa 's fulfil an additional system of r7 linear homoge-

neous independent equations, where r7 > 1 is the (finite) rank of 7 (as

an element of 5), which express the orthogonality of the free term in

eq. (3.19), lZ(\p)^.^ spAp, to the r7 eigensolutions of the adjoint eigen-

problem (i.e. the one with K replaced by the adjoint operator K, and 7

replaced by its ex., which is still 7). Under these constraints, A will be

expressed as the sum of

i) ^2ici\{i)! where the Aj(7)'s are the r7 normalized eigensolutions
1

of eq. (3.19) for Ai = A2 = 0, and Ci(i — 1 . . . . ,r7) are unknown

(for the moment) constants; and of

ii) ^2 Aa/ca(7) where the functions fcQ(7)'s are uniquely determined

in principle.

On replacing this A = ^ ^ ^ 1 ( 7 ) + ^ Aafca(7) into eqs. (3.23a), we
1

get two linear nonhomogeneous equations for the A's, with the free term

being a well-defined (linear) functional Ma of 'Y^&^'i) o v e r ~̂> l-e-
1

54 In any case, the matrix cannot vanish.
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E, st-a ° A* (7); namely two homogeneous equations in (Ai, A2, c\,... c,. ).

Coupling them with the previous r7 homogeneous equations, we thus

end up with a (linear, homogeneous) system of 2 + r7 equations for as

many unknowns (Ai, A2, cj,... c^). If the related matrix is regular, then

Ai = A2 = c i . . . cv7 = 0, A = 0, and 7 ^ {7}. Otherwise, since the

rank of this matrix must be 2 + r7 — I55, the 2 + r7 unknowns will be

determined up to a factor, and so will be for A, and 7 G {7}.

Note that, if 7 ^ <S, 7 will lie in an interval between two adjacent

eigenvalues of /C, and the singularity condition for the (2 x 2)-matrix of

eqs. (3.23a) will have chances to be fulfilled by some 7's in that inter-

val: we shall refer to the possible roots of the corresponding equation as

"ordinary" eigenvalues of {7}. If instead 7 € <S, i.e. if 7 does coincide

with a specific eigenvalue of <S, the above singularity condition cannot be

expected to be fulfilled by that 7 in general. We shall refer to the possi-

ble roots of the singularity condition which belong to S as "exceptional"

eigenvalues of {7}.

This concludes our qualitative discussion of the spectrum of a2) along

route a). At least in principle, we have learned how to determine this

spectrum, which turns out discrete (besides real and strictly positive)

and possibly with a limit point at -t-co56. Of course, one has to have both

the operator K, and the Giraud functions Ge^ at hand to perform actual

calculations; but, at least, it is known that K and Ge>i exist unique, and

that constructive methods are available to determine them.

5 5 This follows from the linear independence of the eigensolutions Aj(7).
5 6 As a mat te r of fact, it can be ascertained t ha t {7} always admits +00 as a limit

point.
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4 TOROIDAL RESISTIVE SURFACE CUT ALONG IRREDUCI-

BLE CYCLES

To begin with, we shall assume T (of class C2) to be cut along a single
irreducible short cycle Y\ of class C2, with p being generally discontinuous
across it. Assuming /c* (surface current density), [0] . . . , etc., to have
unique (bounded) continuous extensions from T{ (T cut along Fi)57 to
Fi (we shall denote them by a subscript (+,-) the corresponding limits),
one has

n x dFi • k*± = 0 , and so

Since (V*[<£])± = V*I^]± , this means that both [<£]+ and [</>]_ are
constant, and so Ai = 058, and 4>e is single-valued in Q,e. Also, note that
n x d r r {(V40])+ - (V»[0])_} ^ 0 in general.

Our main eq. (3.5) must be solved for [</>] single-valued in T{ (be-
cause Aj = 0) and under the boundary conditions

(4.1+) [0]+ — 0 (this does not reduce generality) and

The ensuing problem is quite different form the old one on T (Sect. 3)
with fully multi-valued [ 0 ]. It is easy to prove that the equation for TT

(4.2) (pK'a);« = ° i nT / ,

(for given a € C(T{), single-valued and continuous across Fi, compare
eq. (3.6)). has a unique (single-valued) solution if n is prescribed on
both sides of Fx, and so in particular for TT+ = 0, TT_ = — A2, and can
be uniquely decomposed into the sum of a summand /Ux(|p) °lcr vanishing

57 Plainly, th i s T{ is homeomorphic to T 1 x J, wi th T 1 = circle (or 1-torus),
I = open uni t interval.

58 This also follows from A i being the flux of K+ (or fc«_) across F i .
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along both sides of Fi59, and of a summand u2(\p)A2, where v2 fulfils

the homogeneous equation associated to eq. (4.2) under the boundary

conditions (4.1+) u2+ = 0 and u2- = — 1. We conclude that an equation

similar to eq. (3.7) holds valid with Ai = 0, namely

(4.3) 7r = ^i(|p)o<7 + A2i/2(|/9);

from this, the expression for [<̂ >] obtains on replacing a by j(C °, [ 0 j —

) , namely,

(4.4)

where Hi ° L °, is compact. A second independent equation (4.5) (to elimi-

nate A2) is then available the usual way, by "taking the flux" of Faraday's

equation across a diaphragm S2 with boundary in T{60. The discussion

follows mirroring the case with no cut, see Sect. 3.

As for the flux of Faraday's equation across any diaphragm Ei, the

related equation now gives the jump of the electric potential across Fi at

its intersection with F2 = <9£i. Indeed 7<J>! must be equated to / d F 2 • E,

and this integral does include the just mentioned electric-potential jump,

whereas the rest of the integral § &T2 • E is known.

These results can easily be extended to the case of N > 1 cuts (of

class C2) homologous to Fi. The N cuts partition T in the union of N

1-connected (open) pieces 7^(1 < i < N) bounded by F ^ and F^+i

(read subscript i mod A'') and their boundaries. Eq. (3.5) holds valid for

each of these pieces T{{ with [<£] = 0 along Fi!j|+ and [ 0 ] = C^ (a

constant) along Fi,i|_. Note that C\ti = C\t\ = —A2 when N = 1. By

taking the fluxes of Faraday's equation across the diaphragms £2,1 with

boundary in T{i} we get a system of N + 1 homogeneous equations for

( [ 0 ] , Citi<i<n). Again, the component of V*[0] normal to the cut is not

continuous through it, in general.
5 9 Of course T{ can be replaced by T here.
6 0 Once more, one gets equivalent systems (4.4, 4.5) by making different choices of

the diaphragm £2-
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The flux of Faraday's equation across any Ei (with boundary T2)

now gives the sum of the electric-potential jumps across the cuts, at

their intersections with ITV It is immediately checked that this sum does

not change if the electric potential of every piece Tj^'s, say V$, is varied by

some arbitrary constant A\ (to become Vi + A;)61. This is quite natural,

because the T{Js are electrically insulated from each other. To conclude,

completely similar results are found by assuming a T cut along N > 1

cuts of class (2).

Let us now consider the mixed case with cuts of both classes (1) and

(2), and start with just one cut per class. In this case the cut T, T',

is homeomorphic to / x / , and Ai = A2 = 0. Hence, eq. (3.5) holds

in T with \4>\ vanishing everywhere along dT'. Then the solution TT of

the corresponding eq. (4.2) (for a given on T' the usual way) is unique,

having the form /x(|p) ° o, and one ends up with a Fredholm equation of

type

(4.5) [tf]-7A*^[tf] = 0.

The two additional equations (fluxes of Faraday's equation through some

diaphragms (£1, S2)) give the electric-potential jumps across Fi and F2

at their intersections with <9Ej and dH<z respectively. Finally, the most

general case with Nx > 1 short cuts and N2 > 1 long cuts is easily treated

on the same footing.

Summing up: problem a^) {T cut along irreducible cycles) is natu-

rally analyzed in the a) formulation, with [</>J as unknown, because the

conditions along the cut(s), on [<£], are then expressed in a very simple

way. There are three essentially different cases:

1) there are no cuts: see Sect. 3, case a);

2) there are N > 1 cuts of the same class rai$ (a = 1 or a = 2;

1 < i < N). Then Aa = 0, but one has to determine N constants

61 Indeed the jump at Fi,,, V |̂+ — X^_i[_, would then become Vi|++.4 i-(V,_i|_
+Ai-i), and the thesis trivially follows by summing w.r.t. i over 1 < i < N.
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CQ>i, by adding N independent equations to the main equation on
the cut T. The sum of the electrical-potential jumps across the
cuts, at their intersection with some given irreducible cycle r a + 1 ,
is determined;

3) there are N-y > 1 short cuts and N2 > 1 long cuts. In this case T is
partitioned into NjN2 open pieces (each of them homeomorphic to
7x7) and their boundaries. Then Aj = A2 = 0, and the boundary
condition for | 0 ] , for each of these pieces, is [0 j = 0. The two
sums of the electric-potential jumps across the homologous cuts,
at their intersections with a given irreducible cycle of the other
class, are determined.
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APPENDIX 1

Among the proofs of the existence of the two limits for X(G £2*) —* y±,

y G 5, of dnw (with w being the double-layer potential of eq. (2.12)),

under the condition that S and r be C2, the one given by E. Schmidt

[14] is particularly easy. We shall shortly report about it in this App. 1.

Let us start from the second Green's identity for the open interior

region fij bounded by S (of class C2) and for a generic function u G

C2(Oi) and G C1 (HO-

i) for x e o e

(here dv is the outward normal derivative referred to £ (as usual),

and the values of u and c^ti on S are limits from inside);

ii) for x = y G 5:

(A1.2) the same as eq. (Al.l) with a term — 27rw(y) (limit from inside)

added in the RHS;

in) for x G $7$:

(A1.3) the same as eq. (Al.l) with a term —4TTW(X) added in the RHS.

Now let us extend the double-layer density r G C2(S) to the whole

of fij. in such a way that such extension r be C2(Oj) and C1(n i), that

{dnf)~ = 0 and, finally, that V2r, which is continuous in fij, be also

Holder-continuous with whatever exponent > 1 (as it is intuitive and

provable, this problem can be solved in infinitely many ways).

44
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By identifying the above r with the u of eqs. (Al.l, Al.2, A1.3), the

common LHS of them reduces to 4TT times the double-layer potential

with density r = r\s, we shall denote by w(x), and for which, Vx G M3:

_ p(x)r(x) ,
|X

where p(x) = 0 for x G Cle, p(x) = 2n for x G S and p(x) = 4?r for

x ^ f i j . (Actually r(x G f2e) is not defined, but this is unimportant and

can trivially be remedied).

Note that the RHS of eq. (A1.4) does not vary with the (largely arbi-

trary) choice of r. The integral in the same RHS is 4TT times the newto-

nian potential with (Holder-continuous) density —V2r, and so is every-

where C1. As for —p(x)r(x), it is not continuous across S (Jp(x)r(x) ] 5 =

—47rr), but its normal derivative is continuous because both limits van-

ish by construction. In conclusion both (dnw)+ and (dnw)~ exist and are

equal, and their common value is C(S).

Due to the definition of w, it turns out that [u»] = r, as it must

be. Finally, the newtonian potential in eq. (A1.4) can be differentiated

under the integral sign, and so eq. (A1.4) provides an expression of dnw\s

without the passage to the limit, for x —»• y G S, one would need on the

basis of eq. (2.13bis). The result is:

1

independently of the choice of r.

Still with reference to eq. (A1.4), it is well known that we = w(x G f2e)

is C°°(fie), and that the contribution of the integral to Wi = w(x G Cli) is

C2(Qj), so (for the moment) IUJ 6 C2(Q,i). Finally, eq. (Al.4) tells us that

V2we = 0 in tte and V2Wi = V2r - V 2 r = 0 in J^. The latter condition,

combined with tWj G C2(fij) proves that Wi, too, is Coo(Q i), see [10].
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APPENDIX 2

As they are continuously referred to in the main text, we have found

it opportune to devote this App. 2 to a very compact review of the

classical theory of the Dirichlet/Neumann problems in R3, both internal

and external to a given C2 surface S homeomorphic to a 2-sphere62.

We shall start with the Internal Neumann Problem (INP). Let us be

given a function / 6 C(S) under the constraint

(A2.1) <£dSf = 0.

INP consists in (possibly) finding a function u G C2(f2j = the open region

inside S) and with dnu e C(Oj) (sufficiently close to S), for which

(A2.2) V2u = 0 in fij , and

(A2.3) {dnuY =f on 5 .

Trivially, if it is a solution, u + const is too. The main result is that a

solution u exists, equal to a single-layer potential according to

(A2.4) u(x) = j - / dy,SA(y'). 1 . (x e ft*./€ S) ,
4?r JS |x — y I

where the related density A (on S) fulfils the 2nd-kind Fredholm integral

equation

(A2.5) ±A(y) + i - / dy,S\(y')dn—^ = /(y) , Vy G S .
2 KJJ A-K I s y K J J n \ y - y ' \

As usual, here dnu
 1 ., means lim dnj-^—\ and dn is taken w.r.t. x.

It can be proved that eq. (A2.5) has a solution, say A, and that its

homogeneous associate, say (A2.5o), has one and only one eigensolution

(defined up to a constant factor). Due to an elementary theorem of the

62In this App. 2. the reader is assumed to be acquainted with the rudiments of
Fredholm's (2nd-kind) integral-equation theory.
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harmonic function theory, in correspondence to this eigensolution eq.

(A2.4) must give u — const. We shall normalize the eigensolution under

concern according to u = 1, and shall denote it as Ao- This Ao is usually

known as "Robin density"63.

As for the existence of a solution A of eq. (A2.5), let us consider the

adjoint of eq. (A2.5o) for a — <r(y G 5), namely

(A2.60) ^ ( y ) +

here dvu}_., = lira du. * ,.. and dv is taken w.r.t. x'.
iy y i x'—>yI— '-̂  i

If we put a = 1 in eq. (A2.6o) the (Gauss's) integral contributes — | ,

hence a = 1 is an eigensolution of eq. (A2.6o); moreover, a = const is

the most general (eigen)solution, as it could easily be seen. We conclude

that constraint (A2.1) is just the orthogonality condition, for / , to (the

linear span of) a = 1. The existence of A (and in particular of Ao) then

directly follows from the so-called Predholm's IV theorem.

A solution of eq. (A2.5) will then be written as

(A2.7) A = A + CA0 ,

with C being a constant. Trivially, a different solution to eq. (A2.5) must

differ from A by a constant times Ao, so eq. (A2.7) does represent the

most general solution to eq. (A2.5) as C varies. Based on eq. (A2.7), we

get:

(A2.8) u = u + C ,

where u corresponds to A via eq. (A2.4), and we have taken into account

that u = 1 corresponds to Ao- For a fixed A, it is convenient to extract

a special A = A from the set {A | A = A + CA0} as C varies, such that

63 By definition, Robin's density fulfils the integral relation

= 4TT VX e &i ,

which is a special Ist-kind Predholm equation for Xo.
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(A, Ao) = 0 (where ( , ) is the usual Hilbert inner product); it will be

enough to put C — — jn^w = C. It is then immediate to check that A

does not depend on the A we had chosen initially64; hence A is a well-

defined (linear) integral transform of / , and the same is true for the

corresponding It. Thus we can write

(A2.9) u = M%f,

with Mi being a well-defined kernel over S, the so-called "internal-

Neumann kernel", and the general solution of INP will be expressed as

(A2.10) u = u + const .

It can be shown that Mi is L2-bounded; hence Mi ° / is continuous w.r.t.

/ (in the L2(^)-norm and respectively in the L2(5)-norm).

Let us now return to eq. (A2.6o) and modify it (say to eq. (A2.6) by

adding a free term g = g(y G S) G C2(S) in its RHS. The resulting 2nd-

kind, nonhomogeneous Fredholm eq. (A2.6) will have to be associated

with the External Dirichlet Problem (EDP) in the following sense.

For g G C2(S) given under the constraint

(A2.ll)

EDP consists in (possibly) finding a function v G C2(fle = the open

region outside S) and G Cl(Q,e) such that

(A2.12) V2v = 0 in tte , and

(A2.13) v+ = g on S .

64 If A2[Ai] corresponds to ^[Ai], then

•r T- /? \ N ((A2 - A I ) , A Q ) A 0A2-A1 = (A2-A1) ^ p ,

but A2 — Ai must be proportional to AQ, say equal to AXQ, SO A2 — Ai = ^4Ao — AXQ = 0.
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It can then be proved that a solution v exists equal to a double-layer

potential with density a solution to eq. (A2.6), according to eq. (2.12)65.

Under constraint (A2.ll), eq. (A2.6) can be shown to have one and

only one solution, which is thus a (linear) transform of g over S. Corre-

spondingly, v is a transform of g in its turn, we shall write as

(A2.14) v = Veogt

with Ve being the "external-Dirichlet kernel". As a double-layer poten-

tial, this v turns out strongly normal at infinity.

The above formulation of DEP is not the most general one, because we

have required that g be orthogonal to the Robin's density, eq. (A2.ll). As

a matter of fact, a solution of DEP does exist even for a unconstrained

free term g. Assuming, with no loss of generality, the origin x = 0 to

belong to fij, the solution v* turns then out to be the sum of the double-

layer potential with density a* fulfilling the new equation (A2.6g), one

obtains from eq. (A2.6o) by adding a term — -^-, in its RHS, and of the

monopole potential jjfa, where a is the constant

(A2.15)

The monopole contribution is simply normal at infinity, so the same holds

true for v*. According to Fredholm's theory, the request a = 0 (in the

previous case) was dictated by the need of ensuring the existence of the

solution a of eq. (A2.6o) (in any case, a and a* turn out unique, since

eq. (A2.6o) has no eigensolutions). Since the LHS's of eqs. (A2.6o, A2.6Q)

are the same, the (unique) solution a* of eq. (A2.6Q) will exist if (and

only if)

(A2.16)

65 Based on this fact, INP and EDP are often said "adjoint" to each other (for, it
is immediate to see that the adjoint to eq. (A2.6) is again eq. (A2.5)). In addition,
the (arbitrary) additive constant included in a is ineffective on v.
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but the first summand is a, and the second one is —a since x = 0 € £2*

by assumption, so eq. (A2.16) is automatically fulfilled and a* does exist.

Let us now come to the External Neumann Problem (ENP). This is

formulated like the INP, replacing Qi by Qe and ignoring the constraint

(A2.1). If a solution exists, it is still a single-layer potential with density

\x fulfilling the (2nd-kind) Fredholm equation

(A2.160) -\ti{y) + ± /dy, W R ^ T J = /(y) ,

VyeS , feC(S),

one gets from eq. (A2.5) by just inverting the sign of the first term on

the left. However the homogeneous equation associated to eq. (A2.16),

say eq. (A2.16o), has no eigensolutions, hence if a solution exists, as

it does (it can be proved, V/) , it is unique. This \x is a well defined

transform of / , and so is for the corresponding u, say u = Me ° / , where

jVe is the "external-Neumann kernel". Again, Me is Z/2-bounded, and u

is continuous w.r.t. / , the usual way.

Note that, differently from what happens in INP, in ENP no con-

straint of any kind is imposed on / (apart from its being C); in these

conditions the corresponding u = Me ° / is merely normal at infinity, as
S

it is obvious. Should however we have imposed constraint (A2.1) then (it

is intuitive, and could be proved) u would be strongly normal.

It would remain to discuss the Internal Dirichlet Problem (IDP),

which is adjoint to the ENP (compare footnote ^65^); but, at this point,

the situation is clear enough as to leave most of the job to the reader.

We shall limit ourselves to write down the associated Fredholm equation

in the double-layer density r

(A2.17) -±T(y) + j-fdyST(Y')dvj^-^=g(y), Vy 6 S ,

g € C2(S), with the usual meaning of the symbols. Here g must equal the

limit-value (from inside) of the unknown v, V = g. Like the homoge-

neous eq. (A2.16Q) associated to eq. (A2.16), the homogeneous equation
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associate to eq. (A2.17), say eq. (A2.17o), does not admit of eigenso-

lutions; hence the solution to eq. (A2.17) (which exists V g) is unique.

Again, the corresponding density r is a linear transform of g, and so is

for v = T>i o g, where T>i is the "internal-Dirichlet kernel".

APPENDIX 3

In order to justify eq. (3.1), let us first confine to the case where £;* has no

flux across cycles of class (2), namely where A2 = 0. Making use of the

extension of the basic eq. (2.12) to the case of an S of class C2 piecewise

(Sect. 3), we shall cut £le along a diaphragm Ei counted twice (with due

orientation, say £+ and Ejj") and extend the definition of r on (Ei",E7.)

in such a way that r be continuous across the 2-cycles 9Sf and that

r , v+ — 7 v - = T,av+ — Ti£)V- be equal to — Aj.

With reference to the piecewise-C2 surface

T[ (= Tcut along dT,f) U Ea U E^ ,

we have

f 1 f 1
(A3.1) 4irw(x) = / d^r^du-. r — Aj / d^Ejfi^- — ,

i.e. eq. (3.1) with A2 - 0.

The insensitiveness of eq. (3.1) to the choice of the diaphragm is

proved as follows. Neglecting subscript (i) from now on for simplicity,

let us first assume that S turns into a new diaphragm with the same

<9£. Then the first summand in eq. (A3.1) is trivially unmodified, and

the same is true for the second one, since 7-̂ 77 is harmonic as a function
I* si

of £, hence its gradient is solenoidal. Let us then assume that S turns

into a £ ' with <9£' different from <9£, and let T be the portion of T'

included between dE and <9£' (with due orientation). The integral over

£ ' of dv ]—3TT is equal to the sum of the one over S, plus the one over

T (due the solenoidality of the ^-gradient of ]~ff)- If D — D(x) is the
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latter contribution, the second summand in eq. (A3.1) changes by —AD.

But, in the first summand, the part coming from T (with density r) is

now replaced by a new one with density r + A; hence the first summand

changes by AD, and the total variation is zero.

Now we shall show that w, as denned by eq. (A3.1), jumps across

E (with the sign corresponding to S+) by —A. To this purpose, let

us displace E + and E~ from each other by a small normal distance

8 > 0. Then we have, with the usual meaning of the superscripts on w,

w^± — w^± = T|£±; hence, by subtraction

But, as it is intuitive and can be rigorously proved, w7^+ — ttw_ = 0(6);

indeed, wl is smooth and single-valued in the open region bounded by

the (piecewise C2) surface T 'US US~. Our statement is thus proved by

making 8 —> 0. We can prove the same way that dnw (n is now normal

to S+) does not jump across S, again because (5n^)j^+ — (dnw)^ must

be 0(8). In conclusion, the full gradient of w does not jump across S,

since its tangential component too is continuous across S (wL+ and iyi_

differ by a constant); and so, any primitive of the single-valued Vw is

multi-valued with period A along the short cycles of fle.

One more point is that

(A3.2) / dT'(dnw)+ = I dT(dnw)+ = 0 ,

((dnw)+ can trivially be extended from T' to T by continuity). Indeed,

as we have mentioned before, eq. (A3.1) also gives the potential inside T,

which is (smooth, single-valued and) harmonic, hence § dT(dnw)~ = 0;

but [<9nu>] is zero (the contribution from the second summand of eq.

(A3.1) to dnw is trivially continuous across T') and our statement is

proved66.

66 More simply, w is harmonic and strongly normal at infinity in Q.e by construction,
so eq. (A3.2) follows at once.
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The above results suggest a simple possibility of constructing the

Giraud function Ge. It is enough to define an arbitrary r on (7^', £*),

continuous across <9£f as previously illustrated, having Ai = 1. The cor-

responding w enjoys all properties required to Ge, apart from dnGe\j- = 0.

But §&T(dnw)+ = 0, and we have merely to add to this w the (single-

valued) solution he of the external Neumann problem (dnh
e)+ = —(dnw)+.

As we know, this he exists unique, and so Ge =w + he.

Everything in the above can be simply repeated by exchanging sub-

script d) with (2) (with some precautions about signs). The only (marginal)

difference is that the corresponding internal Neumann problem {dnh
l)~ =

— (dnw)~67 has no longer a unique solution h\ But all htJs differ by con-

stants, and we have learned a "universal" recipe to choose one of them,

say h\ We conclude that Gi = wl + hl + const = Gi + const, as it must

be. The constant is irrelevant to our present purposes, and can be set

equal to zero.

A much simpler alternative exists to determine Gi. Let ¥>, G C2(Q.i)

and G C1(Cli), be a multi-valued function with single-valued gradient

and period 1, and such that V2(P be Holder (with whatever exponent

< 1) in Cli6S. Then consider the single-valued newtonian potential due

to the charge density V 2 ^ in Qj, i.e.

1 f VV(0
(A3.3j) Ni(x) = — / d^Qi-. - j - , in particular for x G f i i .

Based on classical theorems (see, e.g. [11]), this iVj(x) is C2(f2j) and

C1(fli), and fulfils V2iVj = — V2<^ in fij. Due to its being harmonic in

fii, we have §d.T(dnH)~ — 0 for the sum H = V + Nf, so, it is sufficient

to solve the internal Neumann problem for h, (dnh)~ = —(dnH)~, to

get Gi = H + h + const, where h is the usual "special" solution of the

6 7 Note t h a t now the corresponding compatibility condition § dT(dnw) = 0 is
automatical ly fulfilled in force of w being harmonic in ftj.

6 8 I t is intuitive, and can be proved, t ha t infinitely many such v?'s exist.
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problem.

The question whether a similar approach can be used to determine Ge

is well posed, but not easy to answer. The troubles arise from Qe being

unbounded. If V is a multi-valued function in Qe mirroring the previous

P for the present case, the Newtonian potential

i f v ^ )
(A3.3e) NJx) = — deQe- -r , in particular for x e Oe ,

4TT Jae |x — £|

is an improper integral. In general, such an integral exists finite for any

fixed x if V2?7(£)|£| is strongly normal at infinity; hence the latter condi-

tion is a further "a priori" request on V. But what additional properties

have V to fulfil in order that (Ne + V)(x) be C2 and harmonic in Qe, and

also strongly normal at infinity, is a delicate question we do not answer,

nor even face, here.

Substars have been added in the (<p, V) of above in order not to con-

fuse them with the toroidal coordinates (<p, rj) in case one deals with a

canonical torus T at x = x0 (see sect. 6) in place of the generic T. If <p is

identified with ^ in this case, (as it is trivially checked to be legitimate),

then V2<P = 0 in ft; and (dnip)~ = 0 on T, hence d = •£. If instead V is

(tentatively) identified with — ̂ , or rather with ^ (where A is the "com-

plementary" toroidal angle defined in Sect. 7), a number of verifications
2

have to be made. VA is trivially single-valued, so is its Laplacian ^ sin A

(see again Sect. 6), whence V2A(x) ~ O(s3) : V2A(x)|xj is strongly nor-

mal at infinity, and the integral Ne(x) does exist finite Vx. The "charge

density" V2A is odd w.r.t. the equatorial plane, so the total charge in-

cluded between the tor uses x = x$ and 1 < x = x < xo is exactly zero.

This charge acts like a dipole in the region external toa; = s (assumed

free of charge density) and the corresponding Newtonian potential, say

JVe(x), is strongly normal at infinity, or |iVe||x|2 < A for some A > 0

depending on x (this is the meaning of the overbar). However, it is not

known if sup lim A be finite, and we cannot conclude that the "true"
S 1 +
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Ne be strongly normal as well.

To go a little deeper into the problem, let us now conjecture that

i) Ne = Jim Ne be (simply) normal at infinity;
X—>1+

it) Ne e C2(Qe) and e Cl{He), with {dnNe)
+ 6 C{T);

Hi) V2iVe + ^ = 0 in Qe.

Then consider the external Neumann problem for a multi-valued

(with single-valued gradient and period 1) u = u(x), under the bound-

ary condition on T: {dnu)+ = (dnNe)
+. We know (App. 2) that u exists

unique for whatever (dnNe)
+ e C(T), and claim that u = Ne + ^ .

First of all, this function enjoys the same properties listed above un-

der i) and ii) for iVe
69. Second, u is actually multi-valued (with single-

valued gradient and period 1); third, V2w = 0 in force of in), and finally,

(dnu)+ = (dnNe)
+ since {dn\)

+ = 0.

But in addition, § dT(dnNe)
+ = 0 by reasons of symmetry, and we

know (App. 2) that u turns out strongly normal at infinity under this

constraint. In other words, u enjoys the stronger condition at infinity,

although iVe and A, taken separately, do not. At this point we can set Ge =

u + h under i)-riii), where h is the usual (single-valued) solution to the

external Neumann problem (dnh)+ — —(dnu)+, which turns out strongly

normal at infinity as well, since §&T{dnu)+ = 0. But the conjectures

i)~-iii) for Ne have not been proved so far70.

We add a short comment about these conjectures in concluding this

Appendix. Reasonably, one can guess that ii) and Hi) be true; the real

6 9 I n fact, A tu rns out normal a t infinity, because (see App. 5) |A||x]2 ~ ^ ~ A —>

oo, but |A||x| ~ ^ j - —» finite. The same would have been trivially false for rj.
7 0 This author is aware of a relatively recent paper [17] where the construction of

Ge, for a canonical torus, was approached along the lines illustrated above, however
with rj in place of A (which is certainly wrong, but trivially remediable) and with
t h e integral in eq. (A3.3e) extended to the whole R 3 (this is not wrong, bu t merely
redundant) . Unfortunately no one of the open questions we have illustrated before
was solved, nor even hinted at , in [17].
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point at issue is i). Let us try to estimate |iVe(x)||x| on the semicone

f = k, \k\ < co, by means of a formal Taylor expansion in powers of

r""1 about r~l = 0. (Of course |iVe(x)||x| cannot depend on tp due to

axisymmetry). Assuming that the r~-^derivatives can be taken under

the (improper) integral sign, we get an asymptotic power series of type

|iVe(x)||x| ~ X^ai7"~J (a* — ̂ ) w n e r e> ^ c a n be shown, a0 = 0, aj = -foo
o

(for k 7̂  0), a2 — .... In other words, the series turns out singular to the
1st order (for k ^ 0), and no conclusion can be drawn this way about

the possible finiteness of its limit for r~l —• 0.

APPENDIX 4

As usual, Qi is cut along E2 and Q,e along Ex, hence the boundary of fy

is

and that of Q'e is
e

For brevity avoiding to write down the extension elements in the integrals,

and denoting by tu*E [tu*E] the limits of Wi [we] to S^ [Sf ] from £2< [fig],

we have, with 711,2 = normal to £^2 = Si,2:

wt dnw - / wf^d^Wi + I wiZdnawi,=

w~dnw + A2 I dn2Wi (w£s - w~s = - A 2 ) ,

|Vwe|
2 = - / w+ s a n i y - f w^dniwe

= - I w+dnw + Ai / dniu>e (w+

Summing,

f \Vw\2 = - f lwjdnw + Ax / dniwe + A
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noting that {va = normal to Ta, with due orientation)

= -Ax f pdV2fwJ2 + A2

replacing why 4> a nd using the normal Faraday equation, we finally get:

7 / |V^|2 = A! (7

+A2 (7 / an2^+ f pa.,101,) + /

Due to eqs. (3.10Q), it is easy to recognize that both factors of Ax, and
respectively of A2, in the RHS of eq. (A4.1), vanish; and so. we are
reduced to
(A4.2)

exactly like in the case of a simply connected surface, see eq. (2.10). The
rest of the discussion parallels the one related to the simply-connected
surface, and we conclude that 0 < 7 < o o , q.e.d.
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SPECIAL PART

(N.B.: The footnote numbering will be restarted in this Special Part)

5 CIRCULAR CYLINDER WITH UNIFORM RESISTIVITY

As it has already been mentioned in the Introduction, the eigenproblem

of interest can be treated by largely "formal", and conceptually simpler,

procedures which exploit the assumed symmetries of the configuration.

In the present Sect. 5, we shall verify such a possibility for an indefi-

nite circular cylinder C with radius a and uniform (surface) resistivity

P > 0, without and with meridional cuts, (of course this cylinder is not

a compact surface in E3, but its normal cross-section is a compact curve

(a circle) in R2). Keeping in mind that in any case the eigenvalue 7 is

proportional to p = P /no1 we shall set p = 1 everywhere in what follows.

Making reference to standard cylindrical coordinates (z,r,9), first

of all we point out that the solution 4> °f our eigenproblem (both in-

side and outside C) must be a linear combination of factorized modes

Z(z)R(r)Q(8) with index n (integer > 0), where

Z(z) = {l,z); i?(r) = (1, In r ) ; 6(0) = (1,0) for n = 0

and

Z(z) = (l,z)\ R(r) = (rn,r~n) ; Q (9) = (cos n6, sin n6) for n > 0 .

By the above notation we mean that, to form the generic n-mode (n > 0)

ZRQ, we can choose any of the two functions in the ( , )'s; for instance,

z9 is an "a priori" possible 0-mode, r~n cos n9 is an "a priori" possible

n-mode, and so on.

Let us now determine the actually allowed modes both inside (r < a)

and outside (r > a) C. Starting with the (n = 0) -modes, we have:
xIn this Special Part the magnetic permeability is denoted as JJLQ to avoid confusion

with other /x's having different meanings.
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i) inside C, R = 1 (lnr diverges at r = 0), and 9 = 1 (an internal

mode must be single-valued along a 0-cycle), and so the most gen-

eral internal 0-mode fa = fa(z) has the form a -f- fiz, with (a, /3)

being constants.

e) outside C, R = 1 because dr<fie\a = 5 r0j|a = 0, and Z = 1 because

a stright-line parallel to z and external to C can be seen as an ir-

reducible cycle in the (degenerate) configuration considered. Hence

the most general external 0-mode <f>e = <j>e(9) has the form JJ, + u9,

with (fj., v) being constants.

It follows that [01 = (// - a) + vQ - @z, so (p = 1!)

and the normal Faraday equation turns out identically fulfilled for n — 0,

V7, because dr(f>\a = 0. Furthermore, one can determine 7 by taking the

flux of Faraday's equation across a normal internal disk. For the above

l<f>J, we have fj,okz = u/a and jioke — ft, so Ez\a — u/a, Ee\a = 0,

a§ABE6\a = 2%ap. But Bz = (3, so 27ca(3 = 7?ra2/?. If /? ^ 0, 7(71 = 0) =

2/a.

This result has an immediate physical interpretation; for p — 1, the

resistance of the "coil" made by the part of C between z = 0 and z = 1 is

27rfj,oa, its inductance is jiQira2, and the ratio resistance/inductance must

equal the characteristic "decay rate" 7 of the coil.

To complete the (n = 0)-solution, we should possibly determine a

relation between v and f3 (as for the constants a and /J,, they have no

physical meaning and can be put = 0). Let us take the flux of Faraday's

equation across the meridional external rectangle r E [a, b], (b > a),

z € [0,1], 9 = const. The ^-circulation along the oriented boundary of

this rectangle is Ez\a — Ez\b = vja — Ez\^ whereas the magnetic flux

across it is f*drBe = i/ln J, so Ez\b = | ( 1 - 7am f). But 7 = 2/a if

P 7̂  0, and we conclude that Ez\b — ̂ (1 — 2 In | ) in this case: hence, we
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must require v = 0 to avoid the divergence of Ez\b for b —+ oo. This is
tantamount as stating that "0 ^ 0 => v = 0". If instead /? — 0, 7 cannot
be eliminated, and we must require 71/ = 0; but 7 cannot vanish2, and so
v = 0 again. We conclude that there are no non-trivial external 0-modes.

Passing to n > 0, it is easy to see that the (external, internal) n-
modes must have the form

4>e — <j>e{r, 0) = (an cosn6 + bnsinn&)r~n ,

and respectively

4>i = <t>i{f, 0) = {en cosnB + dn sinnO)rn ,

with (an, bn,Cn, dn) being constants.
The normal component of the magnetic field must be continuous

across C, hence

)
(read alternatively the first or the second row), and so

101 = 2a~n(an cos n9 + bn sinn6)

and

dr4>e\a = — na~(n+1\ancosn6 + bnsmn6) .

Since V^[0] = ^-9|[0], the normal Faraday's equation gives

(5.2) 7 = 7(n) = ~ 3 -

Note that "f(n = 1) = 7(n = 0); this first eigenvalue 2/a is degenerate,
as it admits of both the 0-mode (^, <pe) = (/3z, 0) and the l-mode

(<f>i,(f>e) — a>~1 {—a~lr,ar~l){ai cos 0 + b\ sin9) .

2 This follows from the general analysis to be found in Sect. 1, adapted to the
present ease.

3 Eq. (5.2) can be recovered in a simpler way by equating the integral of \B$\
along the side r = 0 of the semi-infinite rectangle r € [a, 00), z € [0,1], 6 — const
(namely, 2na~^n+1^ (bncosn6 — ansinn8)) to 7 times the flux of Be across the same
rectangle (namely, a~n(bn cosnO — ansinn#)).
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Also, note that the spectrum {7} turns out positive, discrete and with a

limit point at infinity (as expected on the general theory's basis) accord-

ing to eq. (5.2).

A more interesting situation, whose analysis will be of use a little fur-

ther on, obtains when a z-periodical solution of period L > 0 is assumed

"a priori". Putting ks = 2ns/L, s integer > 0, the related factorized

modes Z(z)R(r)Q(6) (with indices (s,n) > 0) will have the form:

, t
(1>Z) u A l 5 = ni(cos ksz, sin ksz) (s > 0)

{rn,r-n) (n>0

or

R(r) = (In(k8r), Kn(ksr)) for s > 0 (n > 0) ,

and
f (10) (n = 0)l , ,

where (/„, Kn) are modified Bessel functions of order n > 0. The actually

allowed modes inside and outside C are as follows:

i) inside C, all Z's are allowed; the allowed R's are those in the first

place inside the ( , )'s, whereas <d(8) = 8 is not allowed.

e) outside C, Z(z) = z (s = 0), is not allowed, the allowed R's are

R(r) = r~n(n > 0) for s = 0 and R(r) = Kn(ksr)(n > 0) for s > 0,

whereas all G's are allowed.

It is convenient to write down the ensuing formal solutions in the

following complex form (sign(0) = 1):

+oo , Jnl (S = Q)

r) (S ̂  0)
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(5.3e) <f>e = <f>e(z,r,8) = fi + i/6 +

+ £ ^ c s , n e x P [ ; ( s i g n ( S ) ^ + n*)] (K^r) % =

where (s, n) run through all integers, apart from s = n = 0 (this has

been pointed out by the prime). As for (oSi7l,cSin), they are generally

complex constants subject to the reality constraints a_S]n — a*sn = aSi_n,

C-Sjn = c*sn = c$t-n; a and ji can be ignored (as usual) and, since no

external 0-mode is allowed, v must be set = 0 as well.

By means of the above expressions, we can compute the normal (to

C) derivatives of (<&, </>e) at r = a; on equating them mode by mode we

find:

(5.4o,n^o) co,ncTw = -a0 ) na | n i for s = 0 , and

(5.4,,n) cs,nJfi:|'n|(fc|8|a) = aajnrw(k\a\a) for 5 ̂  0 .4

For the brevity's sake putting

{x) V x > 0 , we get:

+O0

(5.5) i<t>l = l(t>\{z,6) = -[3z + Y,'s,nCs,nexp[i(sign(5)A;ls|2 + n8)] x

x

where AoM(x) = 2x~^(n ^ 0,x > 0) and

-As,\n\(x) = K{nl(x) - /i|n|(a;)J|n|(a;) (s ^ 0,x > 0) .

In conclusion we have:
+oo

x <
n2a'2) (s ^ 0)

Eqs. (5.4o,n^o) correspond to eqs. (5.1n>0) of the previous case.
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The normal derivative dr(f>\a can now be computed as limit from outside

(for instance); replacing it into the normal Faraday equation with p = 1,

we finally find, for 5 ^ 0 , Vn,

(5.6) A8,\n\(k\8\a){k2
s + n2a'2) + yk\8\K'M (k]a\a) = 0 ,

whence the eigenvalues 7 = 7|s|̂ o,n follow.

The spectrum will be completed by adding the eigenvalues corre-

sponding to the z-aperiodic modes (s = 0), i.e. 7o)|n| = ^ for n ^ O ,

and 7o,o = 2/a for n = 0, we already know from the previous analysis.

It is worth to remark that, if s ^ 0,

A . l n l , , 1 1

hence
1

(5.6bis)
a

W h e n \s\ —> 00, k\s\ —• 00 like \s\ and 7|s|,|n| ~ •

lo,ok\s\a6', namely, 7|si,|n| diverges like \s\ for large s (and fixed n), with a

proportionality factor ^70,0 independent of \n\. The divergence's esti-

mation of 7|s|,|n[ f°r large n (and fixed s ^ 0) is more laborious7.

Let us now assume that C be normally cut at z = mL, Vm integer.

Renouncing for the moment to express the separation constant k(= ks)

in terms of L, it will be convenient to rewrite the solution in a "mixed"

form by replacing the factor rJ'^J exp[isign(s)fc|s|z] (here and in what

follows the upper [lower] row refers to the internal [external] solution) in

eqs. (5.3) by ("fc'nJ coskz + (b
d

k'n) sinkz, where k > 0 has not yet been

indexed. Then we must require that [0 ] be constant w.r.t. 8 along the

5 See, e.g. [18], 9.6.15.
6 Indeed /|'ni(a;) ~ exp(x)/v/27rx, KL\(x) ~ exp(—x)yf^ (independently of \n\)

for large x ([18], 9.7.3 and 9.7.4), whence (I'MK'ln])-
x(x) ~ -2x .

7 Use 9.7.9 and 9.7.10 of [18] with due caution.
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cuts. Without loss of generality, we can put [</>J = 0 a t £ = 0. Since

ztd) = [ck,ncos kz + dk,n sinkz] { ^ l ( k a ) [k > 0)

for the (k > 0, n ^ 0)-mode (with Ak,\n\(z > 0) being denned the

obvious way for k > 0), at z = 0 we get:

but w4fc>o,|n| (z) = 0 has no finite roots, and we end up with Cfc>o,n̂ o = 0.

Moreover, ak>o,n^o = 0 too, because the ratios ak>o,n^o/ck>o,n^o are finite.

In other words, the [0]-modes depending on z like 1 (k = 0) or like

cos kz(k > 0) must be eliminated.

Let us now move to the (TO = l)-cut and derive the (k > 0, n ^ 0)—

mode of [«^J w.r.t. ^. The result is

0 = indk n sin kL

and so, in order to avoid dk,n — 0 (this would imply bk,n = 0 as well,

hence the trivial solution Vn ^ 0) we must require

(5.7) sin&i: = 0 ,

which leads to the new indexing of k:

(5.8) k = ks = — , s integer > 0 .
LJ

As for the (k > 0, n = 0)-mode of [^] , it is:

-/?z + (cfc)0 cos kz + 4,0 sin kz)

which similarly implies Cfc>o,o = 0, a,k>o,o = 0. Finally, at z = L the

(k > 0, n = 0)-mode reduces to —/3L, which is automatically constant

w.r.t. 6. Note that JJLQ^PL equals the poloidal current flowing in the closed

ribbon between z = 0 and z = L, oriented like 9.
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Summing up, eq. (5.6) (or (5.6bis)) keeps unvaried, apart from s > 0

now replacing \s\ ^ 0 and the different expression of fe|s|, given by eq.

(5.8). Plainly, the new eigenvalues corresponding to (s > 0, |n|,Vn)

through eq. (5.6), say 7s>oin|) a r e different from the old ones 7|<,|̂ o,|n|;

whereas those corresponding to (s = 0. |n|, Vn) coincide with them (2|n|/a

for n ^ O , and respectively 2/a for n = 0). We stress that the |0]-modes

(for the cut C) with even s > 0 are ^-periodic with period L, whereas

those with odd s are z-periodic with period 2L (they change sign passing

from z to z + L).

It is worth to remark that the "axisymmetric" eigenvalues 7s>o,o can

be obtained again, in the light of the previous solution 0, by evaluating

the circulation V of Eg along a normal circle on C (e.g., the one at

z = L/2), namely

V = -2ira J2 dsfi^{-l)s/2Aks,o(ksa) + 2iral3 (with ks = ^-) ,
s even>0 L V L J

and the flux $ of dz(pi across the disk bounded by that circle, namely

s even>0 \ L, J

and then requiring that V — 7 $ be valid for arbitrary (dSvo, /?).

The case with C cut along arbitrary meridional half-planes, and the

most general one with C cut along both (arbitrary) meridional half-planes

and normal planes at z = mL can be treated on a similar footing (left to

the reader).

Use the identity xl'o{x) = f* dttlo(t), x > 0.
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6 CANONICAL TORUS WITH UNIFORM RESISTIVITY: SIN-

GLE-VALUED SOLUTION

6.1

Formal methods similar to those illustrated in Sect. 5 for a circular cylin-

der may hopefully be resorted to in the basic case where T is a canonical

torus T (see Sect. 1, ^ ) . As we shall see, however, the actual procedures

turn out much more laborious, and do not eventually lead to similarly

simple solution formulae, not even when one limits himself to single-

valued solutions (present section). The reason is that a simple factoriza-

tion is not attainable in terms of the (so-called) toroidal harmonics. On

the other hand the case of concern is of the greatest interest looking at

practical applications.

To start with, and according to the definitions to be found in Sect.

1, let C > 1 be defined like in footnote ^ of Sect. 1 (C is the so-called

"aspect ratio" of T), and let (z, r, <p) be standard cylindrical coordinates

for which the z-axis be the symmetry axis, and z — 0 be the equatorial

plane, of T. Then the latter will be represented by the following equations

w.r.t. the angular coordinates 0 < 9 = arg(z,r — C) < 2?r, 0 < <p < 2-rr:

{ r = cos 8 + C

Needless to say, neither the cylindrical, nor the so-called "poloidal"

coordinates9 turn out of any use to our present purposes. Instead, the

"natural" coordinates to deal with our eigenproblem are the "toroidal co-

ordinates with centroid o > 0" (a will be defined in a moment)

0 < H < co, 0 < r) < 2TT, 0 < ip < 2?r. Here <p is the usual longitude of

above, whereas \x and r] are (implicitly) defined by

— cos T) ' Ch/j, — cos r]

9I.e. (R = [z2 + (r- C)2]1/2,d,ifi), with 0 < R < co for costf > 0 and 0 < R <
C/\cosO\ for cos^<0.
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From eqs. (6.2). it follows that

(6.31) r2 + z2 + a2 = 2arCth/z ,

(6.32) r2 + (z-a cot rj)2 = a2(csec77)2 .

Eq. (6.3i) and eq. (6.82) can uniquely be solved w.r.t. /x, and respec-

tively 77, in their domains, apart from the singular point (z = 0, r = a)

corresponding to (/x — 00, 77 = arbitrary). According to eq. (6.3i), the

curve JJ, = const is a circle with center at (z = 0, r = aCth/x) and radius

aCschyu; as /x —> +00, the center tends to (z = 0,r = a). By requiring

that the meridional section of our torus be the circle (with unit radius)

(j, — /io of the family /x = const, we find

(6.41) C = Ch/io ,

(6.42) a =

and so we get fj,0 from eq. (6.4i) and a from eq. (6.42). Similarly, eq.

(6.32) shows that the curve rj = const is again a circle, orthogonal to the

previous one, with center at (z = a cot 77, r = 0) and radius acsecrj. In

particular the f77 = |J-circle has center at (z = 0,r = 0) and radius a.

The metric coefficients, and the most usual differential operators

(V, V- ,Vx,V 2 ) for the orthogonal coordinate system (/x, 77, <p) can be

found in specialized handbooks (see e.g. [19]). The jacobian determinant

of the transformation (x, y, z) 1—> (fj,, 77, <p) (where (x, y, z) are cartesian

coordinates linked to the cylindrical ones the usual way) vanishes on the

equatorial circle (z = 0, r = a) and on the straight line x = y = 0: so the

union of these sets is the singular set of the transformation.

The classical theory of Stakel ([6],[19]) tells us that the Laplacian V2

is "separable with modulation factor" in the coordinates (fj,,rj,<p), with

such a factor being v = (Ch/x — COST;)1/2. Differently said, a toroidal-

harmonic, generally multi-valued, (n, m)-mode (with n. m being integers
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> 0) is the product of v by M(/j,)H(r))$(<p), where (M, H, $) are defined

as follows:

(6.50 M = M{p) = ( C - I W ^ ^ I W ) (m,n > 0) ,

{(cosnr),smnr)) (n>Q)

(6.53) * = <%)= I . w
v 6> yr> \ (cosrmp,smm(p) (m > 0)
and any object of the pair ( , ) can be chosen at will.

In eq. (6.50, (-f^li/2) Q^-1/2) a r e t n e standard "toroidal functions of

degree n—1/2 and order TO"10, i.e. a pair of linearly independent solutions

w of the linear, 2nd-order, homogeneous ODE (in general, w.r.t. the

complex independent variable z):

(1 - z)2&2
zw - 2zdzw + (n2 - i - j ^ \ w = 0.

Also, it is worth recalling the Wronskian's expression:

(6.6) W(P?_1/21 QZ_1/2)(x) = ̂ -^-j ( , for x e (1,00) .
1 ~ x 1 [ ^ + 2 ~ rn)

Evidently, we get an 77-multi-valued [(^-multi-valued] (0, m)-mode

[(n, 0)-mode] by choosing H = rj [<& = <p]; but, it should be recalled,

to our purposes we must also require the single-valuedness of the related

gradients.

We shall leave aside this possibility in the present Sect. 6, which will

be bound to single-valued magnetic-potential solutions of our eigenprob-

lem. This is tantamount as ignoring the first rows in eqs. (6.52, 6.53) and

extending the second-row definitions to n > 0 and respectively to m > 0.

10 See [18], 8.11.2, 8.11.4.
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Let us now briefly illustrate the basic difficulty one has to overcome

(or by-pass) in the attempt of extending the previous elementary ap-

proach (see Sect. 5, circular cylinder) to the present toric case. Let a[@]

be a single-valued harmonic function defined inside [outside] the torus

x = XQ {x = Ch.fi), hence uniquely expressible, via completeness/linear-

independence theorems, in the "single-valued internal [external] basis"

An,m(x > xo,r),ip) [Bn,m{x < xo,r),<p)], according to

(6.7;) a = ^ a n , m A , m (6.7e) P=
Ln,m

where An,m[Bn,m] a r e avowed products of type vMHQ (see below), an>rn

[Pn,m] are constants and (n,m) are integers running over (-co, +00).

Requiring continuity of the normal derivative across x = XQ means

that

(6.8) Yl ocn>mdxAn,m{x = xo+) = Y, Pn,mdxBn>m(x = x0-) ,
n,m n,m

identically w.r.t. rj and 9?. We know (see App. 5) that

cosnrl\ (cosrrvp\ (n>0,m>0)
Vsin|n|77y/ ^ s i n | m | ^ ( n < 0 , m < 0 ) '

and similarly for Bn,m with •F|nj_1/2
 m place of QJ^L^; hence, due to the

orthogonality relations for (g™*™ )̂ [™<o|' w e § e t t^ ie s i m P l e r equations

(cosnr)\ (n > 0) _
[siQ lnlr]) (n < 0) ~

^ xo_ ̂ in \nfo) (n < 0) '

identically w.r.t. 7], and for every fixed, arbitrary m. Prom eqs. (6.9m),

in particular we see that {an,m>0} and {(3n,m>o} are linked by the same

relation as are {an,m<o} and {/3n,m<0}. But, apart from providing this

information, eqs. (6.9m) cannot be solved w.r.t. {an,m}aii n's [{/3n,m}aii n's]
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(for given RHS [LHS])U by the same trivial means we have used in the

circular-cylinder case. On the other hand, let ip € C(TQ), and such that

(t) / ^TQIP = 0. As it is well known, this ip can be interpreted as normal-

to-To, (or n—) derivative of a unique external harmonic function, in its

turn expressible as, say, $3n?TOC»>m#«."*> S01P = Y,n>m(n,™(dnBn,m)+• This

means that {Cn,m} is a well-defined linear transform of ip under cond.

(f). Since the LHS of eq. (6.8) fulfils cond. (f) by definition, we conclude

that {Pn,m} is a well-defined linear transform of {an,m}12
; say /?n>m =

E p j ^ m b A ? - w h i c h c a n b e simplified to /?n>m = J2p
Mn,m\p,maP,m be-

cause the (^-dependence is always separable, or Mn,m\p<q = 8m)qMn^m\Ptm.

The point is that the "matrix-kernel" Mra>Tn|Pi? cannot be computed in

practice since eq. (6.8) must hold identically w.r.t. (r), if) (or eqs. (6.9m)

must hold identically w.r.t. (77, m)); hence it is equivalent, in general, to a

(degenerate) system of enumerable many coupled equations13. Anyhow,

assuming to know Mn,m\p,q> our main eigeneq. (2.7bis), with p — 1, would

take the form

= 0

where everything is known but the eigenvalue 7 and the corresponding

eigenmode(s) {ap,g}- Again, this is equivalent to a (degenerate) system

of enumerably many, coupled homogeneous equations.

This kind of difficulty — dealing with degenerate (linear) systems,

even more than once — is tied to the present situation, where the eigen-

problem is faced via formal expansions in toroidal single-valued bases. A

procedure which (at least) avoids the need of solving eq. (6.8), say w.r.t.

11 Of course these RHS or LHS cannot be considered completely arbitrary, due to
their meaning.

12 The converse statement requires some mild precaution, for if> turns out the normal
derivative of a whole family of internal harmonic functions, differing from each other
by constants.

13For the simplicity's sake, often such systems will still be referred to as "equations"
in what follows.
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{Pn,m}, (or else eqs. (6.9m), fixed m, w.r.t. {/3n,m}), strictly imbued with

the general theory, will be illustrated in the next subsection. We shall now

study the main eigenequation along the routes a), b) denned in Subsect.

2.2.

6.2a

Route a). Let F(x\r),<p,r)',ip') be the kernel bringing the double-layer

density r(r), ip), on the torus x = XQ, into the magnetic potential <̂ (rc|?7, </?)

according to eq. (3.1) with Ai = A2 = 0, or eq. (2.12):

(6.10) <j>(z\ri, if) = F{x\rj, tp, rf, (p') o r{r,\ <p') .

Here o means the appropriate — i.e. with the appropriate measure —

integration w.r.t. the repeated (primed) variables over [0,2TT) X [0, 2TT).

In what follows, we shall denote by Gnii...infc, k > 1, the Fourier (F)-

transform of the periodical (with periods 2?r) and sufficiently smooth

function g(yu ..., yk), namely

/ N v - Gnu...,nk (cosn1y1\ (cosnkyk\
g(yi,••-,yk)= 2^ — - ^ ^ - . , • • • • . , , ,

ntfnk
 en, • • • snk \ s i n | m \ y i ) \ s i n \nk\yk)

and conversely

-k 1 A At (c

u-,nk = K fdy1...dyk9{yi,...,yk)[ .
cosnly1\ (cosnkyk\

sw\ni\y!) \sm\nk\ykj

where en = 1 + 6^ (read upper objects if the corresponding index is > 0

and lower ones otherwise)14. Let &n,m(x) be the F-transform of <f>(x\r), <p),

and Tn,m that of r(r\, ip). Then the "matrix" version of eq. (6.10), say

(6.11)

" N o t e t h a t G n i , . . . , n t = 2 * « n i , 0 . ..Snk,0 if g = 1.
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has

(6.12) w*) - ~j^i;zz) sm\m\ip

ru , , n f cos pri'\ f
\sm

(again, the upper [lower] rows refer to indices > 0 [< 0])15.

Due to [dx(f>] = 0, i a x $ n , m ] = 0 too, namely

•n.mj

Of course, the same must hold true for dxFntm\Ptq(xo), hence

(6.13) dx$n>m{x0) = J2 dxFnMm{xQ)Tm .

On the other hand, since

(6-14) l$n,m] = El
P,9

and, as we know, | 0 ] = r, we have

(6-15) \FnMpA =

hence eq. (6.13) can be re-written as

(6.13bis) ds$n,m{z0)
P,Q

with dxFnMofi{xo) = 0.

Summing up, for whatever Tp>q (the F-transform of r e C2(T)) the

F-antitransform of $B|m(a;), as given by eqs. (6.11, 6.12), is an internal

harmonic for x > x0, and an external harmonic (strongly normal at in-

finity) for x < XQ. These harmonics are uniquely expressible as series of

15 In the light of Gauss's integral theorem, one expects that Fn^m\Q${x < XQ) = 0
and Fntm\Ofi(x > z0) = -<5on<5om- Later on, we shall directly find that Fn>m\v<q{x ^ xo)
actually vanishes whenever m ^ q.
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external, and respectively internal, modes in the sense of eqs. (6.7j, 6.7e),

and the series must have the same x-derivative limits for x —> xo±, ac-

cording to eq. (6.8). So eq. (6.8) is automatically fulfilled by the {an.m}'s,

{/3n,m}'s constructed as above, and the problem met with eq. (6.8) is over-

come. Also, we stress that eq. (6.13bis) provides dx<f>n%m(xo) as a linear

transform of [$ p , g ] , according to route a) of Sect. 2.

It remains to determine the kernels dxFn^m\PA{xo), as well as

Fn,m\p,Q (x < xo) and Fn>m\Vyq{x > x0), in a fully explicit fashion. The

actual computations are rather annoying, so we shall limit ourselves to

the final results.

First of all, e.g. making reference to limits from outside, one finds

that (dxFntm\p>g)
+ = 0 when (m,q) (with m ^ q) and (n.p) are not

simultaneously > 0 or < 0. Otherwise, taking into account that

2

(6.16) dn = -—{x2-l)idx. Vrc,
a

we have:

(6-17)

where, as usual, one has to read upper rows if the involved indices are > 0,

and lower ones otherwise, and W(-,-)(XQ) is shorthand for W(-,-)\x=Xo.

The A,|m|>s a r e constants to be found in App. 5; the (Htjn, Ltt\n\, Ktyn, Mtjn|)'s

are functions of x given by

. 1 / , / (costrj\(cosnr}\
n J \smtrjJ \smnrjj

cos nm
sin nrjj
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for whatever integer (£, n). They can also be defined in terms of certain

functions A£(rr), (defined for whatever real h and integer s, see App. 5,

where the superscript h is not an exponent), according to:

and(o92) fe) = (AI: -
Finally, (ct,p, dt#) are (functions of x) defined by

Ic o n \ / ^1>P \ f \ • •"" J. J —If \ I '" '"" *"' I / COS£>?7 1
1 J ' - ' l - :"^~ ' l sinp?7 J

for whatever integer (t,p).

As for Fn[m|P]9(o: < XQ), it vanishes, too, when (m,q) (with m ^ q)

and (n, p) are no^ simultaneously > 0 or < 0. Otherwise:

(6.21W) ^ynMp,m(x < x0) = -\{xl - 1 ) ^ x

t>0 \L«,|n|/ \«t,|p|

with the usual rule of reading.

Finally, the expression of Fn>m\Ptg(x > xo) is completely similar to

that of Fntrn\PA{x < xo), apart from the interchanging of P and Q with

each other (we shall denote as (6.2lW) the companion equation for

A couple of special cases are worth to be examined. If m = p = 0,

(6.22(e>) Fnmo(x<xo) = -hx2
0-

4 t>0

W(ct,o,Qt-i/2)(xo) ,
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where et = 2 — <5OT?16; and similarly for i?n,o|o,o(2; > ^o) with the usual

interchange P ^ Q (eq. (6.22^). It is possible to prove, however, that

Ctfi and Qt-i/2 are proportional, Vi > 0, say according to ĉ o = hQt-1/2

(for some constant i t), so -Pn,o|o,o(a; < xQ) = 0; i.e., if r = const (or

Tp^o,q^o = 0), one ends up with $^o(x) = 0, in agreement with the

general theory (Gauss's integral theorem). As for .Fn,o|o,o(£ > XQ), taking

into account that actually it does not depend on t, being equal (as it can

be proved) to ^ W > 0, in force of eq. (6.6) we find:

(6.22«bis) Fnmo(x
t>o

In order to compute the 4>^{x) corresponding to r = 1 (and so TTPiQ =

46po8qo), we have to evaluate ^Yl >QFn,o\o,o(x > xo )—^ (the terms with

n < 0 are missing because p = 0), or, due to eq. (6.22^bis),

" t>0 n>0 & n

Here Ht>n(x) is nothing but the n th F-coefficient in the expansion of

v(x,rj)costr] in a cosine series (u is even w.r.t. 77), so the second sum

^ equals V{X,T]) COS trj, and we are reduced to

-^LV[X )TeO

due to a well-known identity17 (see App. 5). This is exactly the expected

result, again in the light of Gauss-integral's theorem.

Also, by now we can get an explicit expression of [Fnim|PiTO] (under

the usual conditions on (n,p)), based on eqs. (6.21). This turns out to

be

(6.23) 2 (£A I FnMp,m ] = J > (** )(xo)( f*'n ) (so) ,
V 1 / tx) v^foi/ V H N /

16 Do not confuse en and en. Sometimes en is referred to as "Neumann symbol".
Note that enen = 2Vn.

17 This identity provides the (unique) series expansion, in the internal toroidal
single-valued basis, of the (internal) harmonic function +1.
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showing that [-Fn,m|p,m ] actually does not depend on m. According to

eq. (6.15), the RHS of eq. (6.23) must equal 2^6np. This rather unex-

pected fact is explained as follows. Let / = f(rj) and g = g{rj) be peri-

odical (with period 2?r), C1, even functions, and let ^P e~xFr cos rr),

^2 a
£71Gs cos srj be their F-cosine-expansions. By Parseval's theorem,

the integral product \ § drjf{r})g{rj) is equal to Y,t>oetFtGt- F o r (n>p) - °'

the series in the RHS of eq. (6.23) can be written as J 2 >a^tFtGt by

putting f{rj) = {v{vi))~l cosprj and g(rf) = v(rj)cosnrj (the proof is

straightforward, see App. 5), and so its value is ^ f dqcos prj cos nrj =

2Snpep. When (n,p) < 0, instead, the same holds valid for the odd func-

tions f{rj) = (^(T?))"1 sin \p\q and g(rj) = u{nj) sin \n\r)> and the same series

becomes equal to 28np, q.e.d. (For shortness, V(XQ, if) has been written as

1/(77) m the above expressions).

We are now ready to transcribe our main eigenequation (p — 1) under

the identifications r) = y1, <p = y2. Let us start with the expression of the

surface-Laplacian in toroidal coordinates (on the torus x), i.e.:

Taking (p, q) > 0, we then have (as usual, reading alternatively the (up-

per, lower) objects in the ( )'s):

( 6 . 2 4 ) a 2 v ^ f ^
{\smp71J \sm qipj

4 / 2 q2 \ ('cosprf\\ (cosqip\
J \ xz — l) \smpr)J J ysmqcpj

Note that the upper row of the { }'s in both sides is even in 77, whereas

the lower one is odd. Let us now denote as Cp,q = Cp^q{x,rf) the { }'s in

the RHS, for whatever (p,q), under the usual rule of reading.

Using eq. (6.24) into eq. (2.7bis) with p = 1, we finally get:

{ cos TIT) \{v \nn,mj / / /
=7 2^ - I I -
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identically in (77, cp); or, equivalently, for every fixed m:

(6.25m) 0 ^ £ l ^ £ W l » , l r t =
p °p n °n \ o i i i | '& | ' / /

identically in rj. Note that the m-th tp-mode has been separated in eq.

(6.25m), and so we can replace 7 by 7m in it.

On the other hand, understanding x = x$ everywhere,

IT J P'Q \sin |n|777 \0|n|,|p|/ \ ^0 ~ l) \k\n\,\p\) '

where (fn,P, gn,p, hn,p, kn#) are functions of x given by (for whatever (n, p)):

— A p + 1 + n J + [Ap_1_n — A p + 1 _ n j

h — A4 — A4
"n,P ~~ jln-p jln+p •

In conclusion, for any fixed n and m, eq. (6.25m) is equivalent to:

(6.26n,TO) c - 'Ei j lp l f -M - (P2 + -^-) (h
Kp)\ x

More specifically, if n > 0:

(6.26n>o,ra) «~2 H — 1 -p /n j , - \P2 +
p>0 £P I \ X0 —

= 7m
r>0

and, if n < 0:

(6.26n < 0 ,T O) a 2 2Z I -P9\nl\p\ - IP2 + ~p—r ) fc|n|,|p| \ l%,m] =
P<o I \ xo - V Jp<0

— /m /_j\unL n,m\r,

r<0
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For fixed m, and as n runs over the set of the integers > 0 [< 0],

eqs. (6.26n>o,TO = 6.26m >) [(6.26n<0,m = 6.26m <)] form a (degene-

rate) system of enumembly many linear homogeneous equations for the

F-transform w.r.t. r\ {[$,,ml}aii P'S>O [{I$9,m]}aU P's<o] of [$mJ(Tj). This

means that

1) the eigenproblems for modes with different y>-numbers m are de-

coupled (as it was obvious since the beginning);

2) for every ra, the eigenproblems for the set of even, and respectively

odd, (w.r.t. yf} modes are decoupled as well;

3) the only practical way to manage eigenproblem

(6.26m >), or (6.26m <), is that of conveniently truncating the

series expansions in the 77-modes: if the series expansions in even

[odd] 77-modes are truncated at N > 1 (i.e., they are restricted to

|ra| < N), then syst. (6.26m >) [(6.26m <)] reduces to a (finite)

system of N + 1 [N] equations for N + 1 [N] unknowns18.

These systems provide approximations — say "of order N" — of

the first N +1 eigenvalues for the even modes, and respectively the

first N eigenvalues for the odd modes (for the given m);

4) the degenerate nature of systems (6.26m >) and (6.26m <) is a

ultimate, seemingly unexcapable, expression of the "separability

with modulation factor 1/" of V2 in toroidal coordinates. As a con-

sequence, the analysis of eigenproblem <a2) for the canonical torus,

via formal expansions in the (internal, external) toroidal bases (and

along route a) of Sect. 2) involves approximate (however arbitrar-

ily precise) procedures to compute eigenvalues and corresponding

eigenfuctions (of order TV), even when it is restricted to single-

valued eigenmodes;

18 In practice, it will be convenient to choose N as a rapidly decreasing function of
m.
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5) finally, neither the original degenerate systems of equations, nor the

truncated ones, are diagonal. This does not create special difficul-

ties, however, from the numerical point of view.

6.2b

Route b). We shall now deal with the eigenproblem solution along route

b) of Sect. 2. The possibility of directly solving syst. (6.13bis) w.r.t. [<&p,gJ

— i.e. of inverting the (infinitely indexed) (n, p)-matrices {dxFn>^m\p>OtTn)
+

and (SKFn<0>m|p<o,m)+ for every fixed m — will be discarded for obvious

reasons19.

We shall face the problem of the mapping dn(p(xo) •"-»[<£] (up to an

additive constant) by means of Neumann's-problem theory, like in the

General Part (Sect. 2). By the way, this will provide matrix-versions of

both the external and internal Neumann problems for a torus, limitedly to

single-valued solutions. We recall (see App. 2) that the solutions of these

internal and external Neumann problems are single-layer potentials with

densities /J,, and respectively A, fulfilling convenient Predholm integral

equations of the 2nd-kind. The equation for \x turns out to be:

(6-27) -

where (y, y') € To, the dn is referred to y, and ip(y) is given under the

usual constraint

(6.28) f dyTQ4>(y) = 0 .

Using toroidal coordinates and expansions, one finds:

(6.29) dyTodn
|y - y'l

19 And also because the corresponding inverses are not always warranted to exist.
E.g., if m = 0, we know that <9x$n,o(£o) = 0 Vn when [$p ,o] = 26op (unit double-
layer density); hence (eq. (6.13bis)), (dxFni0\o,o)+ = 0 Vn. This proves that the matrix
(5XJFn>oio|p>o,o)+ *s singular, having the column p = 0 equal to zero.
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• J2 A . ,md/ 2 (3 ;o) X
"0 "• n>0,m>0

1 \
X — Pn_U2 + V&xPn-ll2 Kx0: V) COS n{r) - Tj )

where u0 and ̂  mean z/(xo,??) and respectively I/(XQ,T)').

We integrate eq. (6.29) times fi' over To, and move the result into eq.

(6.27). After separating the <^-modes of number m, and with MP;TO being

the F-transform of JJ, — /j,(rj, </?), we have:

(x2
0 - I ) 3 / 2 ^ Mp,m ^ |TO[

2 ̂  ep£m U IPl J 4 ^ 17

(
p \sm\p\r)J '

where \PPim is the F-transform oil/;, and (apj,bpj)(x) are defined as:

;) = (Ar4 + A^)(a;) and

for whatever integer (p,t). Note that

according to the general formula which links d^A^ and A^ 2, see App. 5.

After separation of the 77-010des, we end up with:

(x2 - lW
(6.30m) Mp,m + ° 2 em x

E
s>o if p>o £s t>o \°t,\s\
s<0 if p<0

X p
\m for every m ,
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where $ is bound to be > 0 or < 0 together with p. This is the matrix-

version of the external-Neumann Predholm equation; as it was expected,

it has the form of a 2nd-kind problem. The associated homogeneous

problem has no nontrivial solutions (see App. 2), and a solution of eq.

(6.30m) exists unique under the constraint (6.28), namely under

(6.28bis) ^
p>0 £P

Eq. (6.30m) can be written in the compact form

(6.30mbis) Up,m+
s>0 if p>0
3<0 if p<0

where Nffl = J\f^(xo) is defined accordingly. Once more, we are con-

fronted with a degenerate system, even though, due to its 2nd-kind

nature, at least in principle we could solve it by means of a classi-

cal iterational technique, in case the well-known condition ensuring its

convergence20 be satisfied.

Coming to the (2nd-kind) Fredholm integral equation for the single-

layer density A, say to eq. (6.31), it obtains from eq. (6.27) by just re-

versing the sign of the first term in the LHS (and replacing fj, by A).

This time, however, the associated homogenous equation does have an

eigesolution (and only one up to the normalizing factor), the so-called

Robin's density (App. 2). An arbitrary constant internal potential (of no

interest to our present purposes) corresponds to this Robin's density via

the single-layer formula. With §Plq(x > x0) being the usual F-transform

of the internal potential, in force of the above arbitrariness we can require

(6.32) <&o,o(z > x0) = 0 (or equivalently, $o,o(^ —> xo+) = %fi = 0)

20 This (sufficient) condition would require that the matrices {.A/^ }P>o and

be contracting; namely, (simplifying notation) that the related norms

b e s m a l l e r t h a n L
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without loss of generality. On the other hand, the matrix version of eq.

(6.31), in the unknown LPim = F-transform of A, is the same as eq.

(6.30m) with a minus sign in the first term in the LHS and with LP]7n

replacing MPi7n, say eq. (6.33m); or, in a similarly compact form,

(6.33mbis) - Lp>m + £ ^ 1 ^ = - 2 # p , m .
s>0 if p>0
s<0 if p<0

Owing to the corresponding property of eq. (6.31), this eq. (6.33mbis)

must be singular of order 1; namely, its homogeneous associate must ad-

mit of one eigensolution Hp,m, the Robin's density F-transform. Usually,

the Robin's density is normalized so that the related Robin's (constant)

potential be 1, or its (n, m)-F-transform be 4<5on#om (^n the light of eq.

(6.32), however, here we make a different request). In any case, Rp,m — 0

for m ^ O . Now, let Lp,™ be a particular solution of eq. (6.33TObis) for the

given ^ptm. (under constraint (6.28bis), and let 4n,m(^ > £o) be the F -

transform of the corresponding internal potential. For the brevity's sake

neglecting the (x > xo)-notation for a while, let us put

(6.34)
n>m

hence <S>'00 = 0 according to eq. (6.32). This $ ^ m is still a solution of the

internal problem, but it turns out independent of the particular choice

Lp,m we have made for LP)Tn
21.

The prescription (6.34) singles out a well-defined linear function from

{#P,m} (under eq. (6.28bis)) to {$^m} (fulfilling eq. (6.32)). We can

completely describe this function as follows. First, let us construct the

matrix-version of the single-layer potential formula for a given density

91 * * * *

^ Indeed, let Lip.m and L>2P,m be two different choices for LPj7n, and $ n,m, $ n,m the

corresponding internal solutions. Then a constant A ^ 0 must exist such that $ m n—
2/* * \

-$m,n = A8Ont>om, hence $ ' n , m - $ ' n , m = A8on^om - I $o,o - ^>o,o ) Sondom — 0.
1 2 1 \2 1 /
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a of class C1:

i.e. (say)

(6.35) $n,m(x) = E ^

with x 7̂  xo, Sp,g = F-transform of <j. The problem is that of expli-

citly expressing the matrix-kernel Nnjm\p>q(x). Again, it turns out that

Nntm\p:g(x) vanishes whenever m ^ q and (n,p) are not simultaneously

> 0 or < 0. Otherwise, by some cumbersome manipulations one finds:

(6.36W) fyNnMp,m{x > x0) = \ { x l - I)1/2 ̂  x

E \MH/2M b ) (o)Q[%2(x) (f •") (x) ,
t>0 \at,\p\J \Lt,\n\J

whereas Nnm\V)Tn{x < XQ) is given by the same formula with interchanged

P and Q, say (6.36$).

In conclusion, the external Neumann problem is solved by merely

replacing EP;g by Mp>g in eq. (6.35) for x < xo, and using eq. (6.36^).

As for the internal problem, and looking for the solution (6.34), a similar

replacement of Ep>g by LPi9 in eq. (6.35) for x > XQ, and use of eq. (6.36$),

will actually give $'n_m(x > xo) if the special solution of eq. (6.33mbis),

(6.37m) Lp>m = Lp,m j 1 E NoMtfi(x ~* xo+)tt1o ,
i>0

22where Lp,m is a n v particular solution of it, is used for Lp>m .
22 One can easily verify that this Lp m does not depend on the particular choice of

Lp,m. Indeed, if Lip ,m and L2p,m are two choices, a constant A ^ 0 must exist such
that

T ' — T ' —
Li p.m. JLJ p.m.

p,m L p.
t>0

= 0 .
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It is immediate to check that

(6-38) £ NofiltiQ(x - xo+)L'tfi = 0 ,
t>o

which is tantamount as saying that {L'p?rn} can be determined by just

coupling eq. (6.33mbis) (for {L'pm}) with eq. (6.38). In fact, syst. (6.33mbis,

6.38) is no longer singular.

In conclusion, assuming to be able to solve the degenerate non-

singular system (6.33mbis, 6.38) for {L'pm}, we end up with the above

linear transform {^p>m} *-> {$'nm} in the form, say:

(6.39«)

with a completely defined Un,m\p,m(x > xo), and with IIO.OIP.OOE > ^o) = 0
by definition.

A similar equation, say eq. (6.39^), obtains for $n]7n(x < x0),

nn,m|p,m (x < xo), if we are able to solve the degenerate, non-singular

eq. (6.30mbis) for {Mp>m}.

Thus we have:

(6.40m) I $;,m ] =

according to our initial plan23. The ensuing eigenequation, say (6.41m).

obtains by replacing the above I ^ m ] in eq. (6.26m), and writing its

RHS as •ymtyn,m, and is automatically diagonal.

In conclusion, route b), for the solution of our eigenproblem (single-

valued eigensolutions), leads to two decoupled non-singular, degenerate

(nonhomogeneous) systems of the 2nd-kind for {Mp>m}, and respectively

{LpTO}; if these systems are solved some way, we end up with an eigen-

problem in diagonal form for

23 Note that eq. (6.40m) is a special inverse of eq. (6.13bis), with dx replaced by
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7 CANONICAL TORUS WITH UNIFORM RESISTIVITY: MUL-

TI-VALUED SOLUTION

We shall now release the limitation of considering single-valued solutions
to our eigenproblem. Our plan is that of making use of the approach
illustrated in Sect. 3, which presupposes the knowledge of the Giraud
functions (Gi,Ge). As we have seen, the determination of (7* is quite
trivial, as G{ = -^ to within the usual additive constant. (By the way,
this keeps valid for whatever toroidal surface of revolution in place of
To). Also, it could be remarked that, due to eqs. (6.5) and to the identity
(A5.4), this function ^ can be represented in the internal basis with
m = 0, M = Mn = Qn-i/2(x), H = Hn = cosnrj and $ = <p (n > 0); in
this sense, the internal basis turns out complete w.r.t. the representation
of whatever multi-valued internal magnetic potential.

Finding out the external Ge for T is not as simple. To the author's
knowledge, and in spite of the basic nature of the problem as an ap-
plication of the harmonic-function theory, no treatment of it can be
found in standard treatises. Even worse, the external basis (6.5) is not
complete w.r.t. the representation of any external, multi-valued, not
necessarily strongly-normal-at-infinity, magnetic potential. Indeed, for
simplicity and without loss of generality assuming this potential to be
axisymmetric24, the only external toroidal harmonic available (see eqs.
(6.5)) is v(x < Xo,rj)P-V2(z < xo)v> a nd it is immediate to verify that
both the [i- and ^-(covariant) components of the gradient of this har-
monic are necessarily multi-valued. Thus the particular external multi-
valued harmonic Ge we are looking for must possibly be found outside
the external toroidal basis (6.5).

A feasible procedure starts from eq. (3.1) with Ai = 1, A2 = 0. To
24 Every non-axisymmetric 4> can be written in the form

<j> = (4>)v + A 0 ( w i t h A<j> = 4>- <<?%) ,

where (<f>)v is the ^-average of 0, and A<p is single-valued w.r.t. 77.
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keep consistency with the sign conventions about the surface coordinates

as stipulated in Sect. 3, we have to invert the sign of rj, say passing to

A = —rj for 0 < rj < n and A = 2TT — rj for n < r\ < 2-K .

Then the external domain will be cut along the equatorial (open) disk T>

(r < r0 = a^ /^Y, z — 0), the present diaphragm Ei, counted twice (i.e.

for z —> 0±, or A —> ^TT), and the torus To (= T for brevity) will be cut

along the edge of V, to become T{ (= T7' for brevity). Summing up, the

whole of the (internal) boundary of the (simply-connected) Q'e (= Qe cut

along dV) turns out to be dQ'e = { P + U T ' U P " } with D* = V(z -> 0±).

On (dO'e)° i D + U T ' U P " , w e shall take a double-layer density r = ^

(i.e. T = — | on V+, r varying linearly with A between — | and + | on T',

and r = f on 2>"). Note that (dQ'e)° is C2, and r e C2((aO'e)°), whereas

r G C(dQ.'e). Of course the above choice of r is merely the simplest one;

what we are actually bound to, are the two last conditions reported

above, plus the fact that the difference T + — r~ (with T ± = r(X):t)) be

uniformly equal to —1.

Let us now separately compute the contributions (to the double-layer

potential) coming from {V+ U D~) and from T"25. Trivially, the first of

them is the same as that from the single disk D with density — 1. This

is a classical problem in magnetostatic, whose solution can be found in

most EM-theory treatises. To our knowledge, however, as a rule what is

actually given there is the (Coulomb) vector potential A?, = <pAv, (and

not the corresponding scalar potential we are interested in here, say 4>v),

see e.g. [20] Chpt. IV, Problem 326. Owing to these (marginal) difficulties,

we find it more convenient to write <px> explicitly as a surface integral over

25 By the way, due to t h e general theory these contributions are singular in ( the
vicinity of the edges 6± of) t h e corresponding surfaces, diverging at x e fig like t he
logari thm of the distance (x, ̂ ± ) . However such a diverging behaviour disappears
when one considers t h e sum of t he contributions from ( P + U T>~) and T".

26 Obviously, the reason of th is lies in t h a t t he associated magnetic field is t he same
as t h e one produced by a singular current —1/fio flowing along t he (oriented) edge of
V+, and so the vector potent ia l is computed as a line, and not a surface integral. In
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V (everywhere in CD), and as a function of the cylindrical coordinates

(r,z), according to:

(7.1) fo{r,z) = ~ r& PdrV [r2-f z2 + r'2-2rr'cost}~3/2 .
4TT JO JO L -•

Eq. (7.1) allows an almost immediate evaluation of <fo?(0, z —* 0±), which

turns out equal to — lim § f A — (z2+^2)1/2) = T | - Note that the differ-

ence between the two limits is —1, as it must be. Moreover, for brevity

writing 4>t> as 6 for a while in what follows, for r < r0 lim dr4> = 0,
Z—*0±

and so cf>(r < ro,z —> 0±) = T§- Actually both ^ and dr<j) have unique

continuous extensions (it can be proved) to the two sides of V, equal to

=F|27 ', and respectively to zero, i.e. [<f>J-p = —1, [^r^l^ = 0. Due to the

z-oddness, dz4>(\z\) = dz4>(—\z\), and we conclude that, if 92<£(r < ro, |z|)

(say) has a unique continuous extension to V+ (as it does), the same is

true for dz{r < ro, — \z\), and so f V^J^, = 0.

Passing to the contribution from T", say $?,, we express -^d
as dX'dif' times some factor (see App. 5), then multiply by ^ and inte-

grate w.r.t. </?' and A' over (0, 2TT). The result is, for x < xQ,

(7.2e) cpe
T,{x,\) = ~ ( ^ - l H x , A ) x

x Yl Pn_l/2(x)W{Am Qn-i/2){x) sinnA ,

cylindrical coordinates (r, z) the relation between $x> and Av is r9>- 0 D = =p9= (T">1X>)-

This looks similar to — but of course different from — a Cauchy conjugation in the
complex plane (r, z).

The well-known result is Av = - ^ {^f2 [(l - f ) î (A;2) - ^(A;2)], where

(X, E) are the complete elliptic integrals of first and second kind with "parameter"
k2 = , frjS, a (see [18], 17.3). For simplicity writing AT> as A in the rest of this foot-

note, we stress that <pA, and not 4̂ (nor the covariant [contravariant] y?-component

of ipA, i.e. r A l r " 1 ^ ) has a vanishing Laplacian in n'e. For r > 0, V2(<pJ4) = 0 turns

out equivalent to V2A — A/R2 — 0.
v v

27 After all, if these extensions exist, as we have just stated, they must sum up to
zero by antisymmetry, whereas their difference must — 1, whence <p± = =p|.
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where An(x) = n'1 f^ dttv~l(x, t) sixi nt28. Note that <%.,, as given by

eq. (7.2e), is C2 and single-valued in Qe, and that <%,(x e I?) = 0.

Putting M. = 0r> + ^ in £7e \ £>, we see that, by construction, both

M(€ C2(Qe\V)) and V.M have unique continuous extensions to the two

sides of V and to T, and that IM}V = - 1 , [VA4 Jj, = 0. Moreover,

again by construction, M. is harmonic in Qe and strongly normal at

infinity, hence

0=

but the contributions to this integral coming from T>± cancel with each

other, and we end up with

(7.3) 0 = f dT'(dnM)+ = f dT(8nM)+ .
JT' JT

There is no "a priori" reason, or evidence, that (dnA4)+ vanishes on T

(actually it does not); so M. is not yet equal to Ge: But this is a marginal

difficulty: it will be enough to solve the external Neumann problem for

the (single-valued) unknown M\ such that (dn(M + Mi))+ = 0; this ex-

ists unique, and is strongly normal at infinity29. If follows that M. + M.\,

which is in its turn strongly normal at infinity, equals Ge. The Neumann

problem can be solved in matrix form for the (<9n.M)+ given under eq.

(7.3) (as it was illustrated in Sect. 6), exploiting the axisymmetry's ad-

vantages.

The rest of the discussion is relatively trivial. First, one finds that

V2cp = 0, V2G* = UQd\(vQ2d\Gf)/a2, so the main eigenequation be-

comes

(7.4) V2A = 7/> A - A^dxiu^dxGtya2 ,

28 As for t h e similar contribution to t he internal potential , <f>z
T,(x > xo,X), it is

expressed by eq. (7.2*) (say) one obta ins from eq. (7.2e) under t h e usual interchange
P^Q.

2 9 See Subsect. 6.26 for the actual determination of Mi, also exploiting the fact
t h a t now we have an axisymmetric problem.
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where A has been defined in Sect. 330. As for the two auxiliary eigenequa-

tions, they diagonalize w.r.t. (A1; A2). To be precise, one finds

U

- (^A UO)A + ~ =

(7.5)

for eq. (3.12!), and

(7.6)

for eq. (3.122), where { ) v and ( }A are ip-, and respectively A-, averages

over [0,27r), i.e. 2ir(-)ip = /d<p(-), 2TT(-)A = fdX(-).

Note that d\G+ |A=-7T is certainly > 0, and so eq. (7.5) is trivially solv-

able w.r.t. to Aj. Also, note that only the limit from outside of Ge, G+,

comes into play in the above equations. In conclusion, no (conceptual)

difficulties have to be overcome in order to give eqs. (7.4, 7.5) a matrix

form along the lines illustrated in Sect. 6; the starting point is that of

representing A as a double F-series in (A, <p). To save space, here we shall

renounce to present the related computations and explicit formulae.

3 0 To avoid confusion with the independent coordinate A, here we have put a (*)
above the A of Sect. 3.
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APPENDIX 5

In this App. 5 we have collected a number of topics dealing with the

theory of the (single-valued) toroidal harmonics, which are of immediate

relevance to the main text. Not always the following material is found,

or easily found, in standard treatises31.

First of all, we recall the linear-independence theorem for the modes

vMH<&: if a (finite) linear combination of them identically vanishes in

the whole of its domain of definition32, all the related coefficients must

be zero. On the other hand, the set {vMH$} is complete in a convenient

Banach space of the (single-valued) harmonic functions over R3.

Coming to specific modes, and starting with the <3™-i/2 (x = Ch/n)'s

(n > 0, m > 0), one can show that they all diverge for \i —> 0+, being

proportional (through factors generally depending on (n, TO)) to fx~m (for

m > 0) or to In \x (for m = 0; in this case the factor is independent of n).

These asymptotic properties are not compatible with the representation

of a harmonic function in the whole of the region outside whatever torus

x — xo, 1 < Xo < oo (the singular axis x = 1 included), as a series of

modes uQ™_1/2Hn$m.

Passing to the P^_1,2(x)'s, it can be shown that they all diverge for

/x —> oo—, being proportional (through factors generally depending on

(n, TO)) to exp \(\ + n) fi\ (independently of m). Mirroring what was es-

tablished above for the Q''s, these asymptotic properties are not compati-

ble, in their turn, with the representation of a harmonic function inside

whatever torus x = x0 (the singular circle (r — a, z = 0) included), as a

series of modes i/P^^2Hn^m.

Now we consider the "complementary" asymptotic behaviour of

Qn-i/21 a n d respectively of P^_if2, i-e. the behaviour of QJJL1/2[-P l̂ 1/2] f° r

x —> 00—[x —> 1+]. It can be proved that lim <5^_1^2(Ch//) = 0 V(n, m);

3 1 Among the available sources, here we mention [18], [21], [22].
3 2 T h a t is in Qa, where a is the singular set (z = 0, r = a) U (r = 0).
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more precisely, an asymptotic evaluation shows that these <2™_!/2's
 a r e

proportional (through the usual factors depending on (n,m)) to

exp [— ( ! + nj fjA, independently of m. The same is true for ^Q™_i/2l

uniformly w.r.t. rj, if n > 0; if n = 0, instead, it is immediate to check

that lim vQ™^^ is independent of rj, and equal to TT/\/2 Vm.

Finally considering the behaviour of P^^Chfj,) for fj, —» 0+, by

expanding it in powers of s = (x2 — I)1/2 = Sh^u, to the lowest significant

order we find:

Vn > 033. and so, lim
1

1/2 = 5 O m .
X—»1+ '

The conclusion of these evaluations is that all modes
^HnQm] must be banished outside [inside], but are in principle

allowed inside [outside], the torus x = XQ in the intent of possibly repre-

senting a harmonic function in the whole of the corresponding region.

To our special purposes, it is interesting to investigate the asymptotic

behaviour of vP™_ii<z a t infinity. Let us first ascertain if ^P^Li/2 be (sim-

ply) normal at the infinity, namely if there exists a constant an^m > 0

such that (say)

(A5.2)

for sufficiently large |x|. We shall assume x to lie on the semicone z/r =

(sinr])/s = k(= const). \k\ < co. Since a"1^] = v~2{x,r\){s2 -f-sin2

we have:

a

and so our request becomes |P^.i/2((52+l)2)/|/c |(s)| < am,n for every suf-

ficiently small s. But lim f\k\(s) — \/2 (independently of k) and P^L1/2 =

So™, + SimCns + O(s2); so, ineq. (A5.2) is proved for \k\ < oo. If then

33 Actually, O(s2) is dispensed with in the first row (m = 0).
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|A;| = oo, we have to consider the two limits lim | sin ??j(l — cosr/)~1(/2,

according to whether k is equal to ±00, in place of lim f^. Both of them

exist, again equal to A/2, and so ineq. (A5.2) is proved in all cases.

Next, we shall ascertain whether ^P^L.1/2 be strongly normal at infi-

nity. Ineq. (A5.2) must be replaced by a similar one with \x/a\2 in place

of jx/a| in the LHS (say ineq. (A5.3)). Since

u\x\2 s2(l + A;2)

and the asymptotic expansion holds: gk{s) = ^Jj^?\ + 0(1)) w e c o n -

clude that lim \vP™_y2\ I
XP = OVm > 1. Trivially, this result keeps

valid for \k\ = 00. If then TO = 1, we have

so ineq. (A5.3) is fulfilled for m > 1 and Vfe. If instead m = 0 (and

\k\ < 00), \vPn-i/2\\x/a\2 diverges like 2^-j^p ^ as s -+ 0+ (i.e. ineq.

(A5.3) is violated); but at this point we should recall that what we are

actually interested into is |J/-f>|n|-i/2(s
c
i°

S|X)| jx|2 (for every n > 0, or every

n < 0), and that cos TIT? ~ 1 — n2k*s2 (n > 0) and sin 77 = ks, so sin |n|?7 ~

|n| sinrj ~ \n\ks (n < 0). Hence, for |fe| < 00 we have:

lim
s-»0+

l / 2
/ cos nrj
\sin\n\ri, | x / a | 2 -

oo (the LHS diverges like 2,/—^^ Vn > 0)

If then |fc| = oo, writing s in place of \n/k\ we see that the limit in the

upper row is still oo (it diverges like 2\/2/r} for -q —*• 0+), whereas the one

in the lower row is finite, equal to 2\/2 |nj, in agreement with the previous

formulae. In conclusion all the external toroidal modes are strongly nor-

mal at infinity, with the only exception of the uPn-i/2 cosnrj's, Vn > 0,

which are (simply) normal. However, this fact should not interpreted in

the sense that these modes (vPn-i/2 cosnrjY's (Vn > 0) have to be "a
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priori" banished from the external basis when we purpose at representing
a strongly normal harmonic function, in spite of the linear independence
among the modes34. We shall give an example of this possibility later on.

Yet an important point deals with completeness. The internal basis
{Anim} = {^<5^I_i/2-̂ n^)m}, it can be proved, is complete, inside what-
ever a torus, to represent any harmonic function defined there; and the
external basis {-Bn,m} = {vP™_1/2Hn$m}, it can similarly be proved, is
complete outside whatever a torus, to represent any harmonic function
defined there and different from a constant. The latter proviso is an intu-
itive consequence of the normal-at-infinity nature of the external basis.
On the other hand, this is not an inconvenient if one has to represent
(single-valued) external harmonics which are solutions to an external
Dirichlet/Neumann problem. Moreover, at first sight one does not expect
the constant internal harmonic to be expressible in the internal basis; but
this is not so, due to the identity

(A5.4) 1 = —v{x,ri) ^ enQn-i/2{x)cosnri ,
n n>o

where en = 2 — 8on (Neumann symbol).

Assuming (x = (re, 77, <£>), x' = (re', rf, 9?')) not to belong to the singular

set a, and x 7̂  x', one has (see, e.g. [23], vol. 2, Chpt. 10):

(A5.5) - = Y, AnimSn^m{x,x')cosn(rj-r]l)cosm((p-^'),
X X I n n>0,m>0

where An<m are constants given by

(A5.6) An,m = enem(- l)m-7— AT , (hence Anfi = en) ,
I [n + m + 2)

(A5 7) S (x x) i
(A5.7) U « , ) I Q ^ { l O i » ( I ) if x

34 Indeed the behaviour at infinity is a local and not a global property.
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and u' = i/(x',r}')25. We see that if x' < x (for instance). ,_^x,, is repre-

sented, through eq. (A5.5), as a series of internal [external] modes as a

function of x [x']. Under x' < x, eq. (A5.5) can be exploited to obtain use-

ful identities. For example, letting x' to tend to the origin (x' = 1, rj' —> TT)

and putting m — 0 as a consequence of the axisymmetry of A, we find

(A5.8) ~ = ^ Y , enQn-i/2(x)(-l)ncosnri (x

so we get an identity in (x, rj) by equating the series on the RHS to

v2(x,rj){x2 — cos2??)"1/2. In particular, letting x to tend to the singu-

lar circle (namely, x —> oo-) , a/\x\ —> 1, vQn-i/2 -> lim_(i<?-i/2)<5on,

hence lim (vQn-1/2) — -75, in agreement with a more general, and al-

ready mentioned, result.

Taking into account that the elemental extension of the torus at a;,

Tx, is dTx = 4̂ (x2 — l)2d?7d(/?, and that (with the usual meaning of dn)

dn = — fz (^2 — l)<9z> eqs. (A5.5, A5.6, A5.7) permit to formally compute

the single-(or double)-layer potential due to a reference torus XQ, (with

single-(or double)-layer arbitrary density), both inside and outside x0.

For instance, the double-layer kernel w.r.t. to the measure drj'dif' turns

out to be:

(A5.9)
1 1

|x-x'
(x, 77, <p\x' = x0, rf, <p') =

+v{x0, r/)dx>SntTn(z, x') \x>=xo I cos n(rj - rj1) cos m((p - y') .

Then, since

{dx'Sn,m{x,x')\x'=x0Yx2l°o+ = -x=xo+ = 2 ,

35 Although the individual terms of the series have no meaning in the singular set
a (apart from the special cases n = 0 and/or m = 0), the series itself has well-defined
limits for x (or x') tending to a.
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the difference between the two limits (for x —> x0— and x —»• Xo+) of the

RHS of eq. (A5.9) results to be:

(A5.10) — -453encosn(T?-77') ]T em cos m(<^ - <̂ ')
4 7 r ^0 n > 0

(with v'Q = (XQ — COST]')*). This difference will now be multiplied by an

arbitrary (single-valued, continuous) double-layer density r' = T(T/, ip')

and formally integrated w.r.t. (rf, ip'). The first integration, say. w.r.t. rf,

gives

Y emcosm{<p - (p'
4 7 r m>0

where g{rj, tp') is shorthand for

/ . , .cosnr}' . / .sinrw?'
n cos nr\ f d?7 r h sin wq <p dri T ;—

n > 0
f 7 h q p
J i/0 J

(the dependence on ip' being through r ' only). Inspection of the last series

immediately shows that g(i],<p') = 2irr(r],(p') for whatever (smooth) r .

The further (formal) integration w.r.t. <p' of ^ J ^ e ^ r ^ . ^ x

xcosm (9? — ip1) leads to r(?7, <̂ ). We have thus confirmed the general

result [wj = T (for the double-layer potential w) in the present toric

case.

Let us now compute [ dxw ]. Making use of

Mx=x {Snm} = 0 ,

(A5.112)

(since I &,£„,*

(A5.113) ldxvdx>Sn>m] = ~

and

(A5.114) l9A
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(where x' is understood to be put equal to XQ and the [ J's are always

taken w.r.t. x), we finally find:

[dxw\ = - — — (~- ^ I J2 en cos 71(77-77') 52 emcosm((p - <pf) .
»7T i^0 \ ^ 0 U0J

Again, we multiply by a smooth r = r{rf, ip1) and integrate. The mere

integration w.r.t. 77' leads to the expected result. Indeed we are reduced

^° Y2rr,^n€m cos^lv7 ~ f^fiVy ¥>') where / (77, ip') is shorthand for

. cos 72.77'
encosn77 -- " - - - ' ' -• * " - - ' -

n>0

n>0

/

, , . C O S T I T ? - i f , , , C O S 7
d?7 r —73 uQ 4> drjr

. .smnri' - i f , , ,sinn
X] T — 7 3 - -U0

lfdrjT—j
,sm nrj'

ensm nr) - - - - - • -• - - -*--'

but this f(r),(p') vanishes identically, as is almost immediate to check.

These (formal) results reproduce the "strong" Lyapounov theorem [13]

for dnw, in the special case under consideration.

Since every internal mode Ai,m is harmonic and smooth inside any

torus Tx (1 < : ro :< : r<co )5 the flux of its gradient across Tx must be

zero, i.e. f dTx • VAi,m = 0. This is a trivial identity for m ^ O , and for

(m = 0, n < 0). However for (m = 0, n > 0) we are led to

(A5.12) 0 = idri-^^dx(vQn-i,2){x,ri) for all 1 < x < 00 ,

an identity that is known and provable independently of our special

reasoning36.

36 If we compute the double-layer external potential due to TXo with unit density,
say we(x < xo, rj \ r — 1), on the basis of eq. (A5.9) we eventually find that it contains
the RHS of eq. (A5.12), taken at x = XQ, as a factor. Thus we(x < XQ,TJ | r = 1)
vanishes identically w.r.t. x and rj, as it must be in force of Gauss-integral first
theorem. As for the double-layer internal potential due to TXo with unit density, say
Wi{x > xo,ri I r = 1), starting again from eq. (A5.9), we get:
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Working out the ^-derivative in the integrand of eq. (A5.12) yields:

0 = <f> drj c o s nr) < ' -\ — ) ;
J [ 2v6 v J

but ^3 = ~dx^, aiid we see that the content of the { }'s is the Wronskian

(A5.12bis) 0 = ^ f / d j ? ^ ^ , Q n _ i / 2 ) for all 1 < x < oo .

This means that the two functions in W( . ) are proportional to each

other, say according to ̂  f dr]^1 cos nrj = LnQn-i/2-, where the in's are

constants, "a priori" depending on n > 0. This is one more interesting

identity, which can be proved independently of our present reasoning (see

[22], vol. I, p. 156 eq. 10). The independent proof also provides the value

of in, which turns actually out independent of n, according to in = ^ ^ .

Some more identities, which are of use in the main text, come from

the requirement that, identically w.r.t. x < XQ,

(A5.13) 0 = I dTxdnwe{\r) =l{x < xo,xQ)

(where dn refers to the torus at x, and the torus carrying the double-layer

density r is at Xo), due to the ascertained continuity of dnw across TXo.

The above integral can be directly evaluated as

x /_J£nQn-ll2{x)W{Qn-i/2,Pn-l/2)\x=x0 C0Sn?7 .
n>0 ^

But W(Qn_1/2,Pn-i/2) = ̂ 1 1 : hence, due to the identity (A5.4),

Wi(x > Xo, T] | T = 1) = l/(x, T]) Y ^ €nQn-l/2{x) COSTir? = —1 ,

as it must be in the light of Gauss-integral second theorem.
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M\X ^ XQ^XQJ — \X LJ\XQ LJ X
7T

y
2-/ 6n o
n>0 z

X

X
1 r . , . cos n?? , ^ . y . . . cos run

f d7]T(r}) + d Q \ f d^WJ

where A^(x) = ^ f d77^(x,77)cosnr7 for all /i and integer n37 and ro =

T0(rj) = §dipr(rj,(p).

Note that A£ = Ktn and dxA^ = f A£~2. But A~3/2 = -d^A"1 , hence

the first [ ] under the ^ of above is the Wronskian ^ ( A " 1 , Pn-1/2) =

*-rW(Qn_1/2,Pn-i/2)(a0 = f p r i , and we are reduced to X(a; < xo,xQ) =

* f(xo ~~ 1)5Z- >o£nf'' 'Kxo)) where [.. -](xo) denotes the second [ ] in the

~^2 0- Independently of X(x < XQ,XQ) = 0 (eq. (A5.13)), this proves"

that X{x < XQ, XQ) = X(XQ) does not actually depend on x, as it must be.

Furthermore, since — dx § drjroi/'1 cos nrj = \§ dr)Toi/~3 cos ray, the second

[ ] is a Wronskian too, precisely W (§ dr}T(,v~l cosrwj, Qn-i/2jU=a;o-

Trivially, this Wronskian is zero if either To = 1 or r0 is odd in 77. Let

us assume an even r0 = cosft.77, h > 1; the ^ in X(XQ) then reduces

37 Of course the superscripts In the A's are not exponents. Also, note that A"1 =
^—Qn-i/2- F°r whatever real /? > 0, A£(x) can be expressed in terms of the associate
Legendre function of the 2nd-kind, Q^_1/2(

a0> with M = ~^1T- Indeed, if (3 < 0,
/x > -1/2 and fj, + n + 1/2 > 0 whenever n > 0. In these conditions the general
representation

QZ-1/2W = expCi/ZTr)^)-1'2^2 - l)^ /2r (f*+l)<f Y^X

holds true.
The integral is equal to TTA^(x), hence A£(a:) turns out proportional to (x2—l

w e n nd again
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t o 272^n>o€n^^n~h + ^n+/i' ^nX)Ii=a:o» anc* w e g e t the identity

(A5.14) V enW(A~i:A + A~k, A"1) = 0 V/i > 1 and Vx > 1 .
n>0

We conclude the present short review with a remark about twe(|r). Using

by now familiar, however annoying, procedures, we find:

Ai,mP™-i/2(
x) ) Wx' ( COS m</2 * —7Tm COS UTj'

m>0

+ sinm(p * —j-f̂ , cos nr?', Q^_1/2(a:')
J V J x'=z

( f &}' A, ,
+VV-j;/1 cos m<p <j> —rm sm nrj +

X'=XQ

+ s m mip <p — f ' s m n ? ? , ( X , / 9 ( x ) s m nri > ,
J V' ' Jx'=x0 J

w h e r e
/•

f̂  = Tm(r)') = i C\(P'T{T}'. if') cosmif' (m > 0)

f'm = ^ ( V ) = _̂  ty'T(TI', <p') smmtfi' (m > 1) .

In particular considering the case of an axisymmetric r, namely

2TTT(?7, v?) = T0(r]), we have f'm = T0{7]')50m and f̂  = 0.

Now we want to verify that the corresponding we is strongly normal

at the infinity. Writing ro(v) = To(7?)+
2
To(~??) + To(^~To(~??), we start with

considering the even part, in particular for - ^ ^ - ?" = cos hrj, h integer

> 1. In this case, for (rj ~ ks, s —> 0+), apart from a numerical factor

depending on fc, we get:

Je |x 2
1

n > 0

+ 0(1);

but the ^2 o n ^ e right is exactly zero, hence the coefficient of the

diverging term in |tue||x|2 vanishes. This is the previously announced
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example of a series of external modes of type vPn^\ji cos nr] which is

strongly normal at infinity. As for the similar contribution from the odd

part of r0, now to be identified with sin hrj, h > 1, again apart from a

numerical factor depending on k, we have:

Ix|2~

Of course the series on the right must converge, because the contribution

from the odd part of r0 is strongly normal. Furthermore, a simple argu-

ment proves that the limit the series converges to cannot vanish: indeed

a double-layer with odd density w.r.t. the equatorial plane does provide

a nonzero dipole-potential at infinity.

To conclude, we remark that the technique of possibly (re)discovering

special properties of the ring functions (Q™^^, P^-1/2) by using them

to compute double-(or single-)layer (single-valued) potentials due to a

canonical torus (some examples of which have been illustrated in this

appendix), is, to our knowledge, new.
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